Screening air modelling analysis in support of Puna Geothermal Venture application for authority to construct a steam boiler by [Environmental Management Associates?]
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SCREENING AIR MODELLING ANALYSIS IN SUPPORT OF
PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE
APPLICATION FOR AUTHORITY TO CONSTRUCT
A STEAM BOILER
December 22, 1991
Puna Geothermal Venture is proposing to install and operate a 60,000 pound per
hour steam boiler at the site of the Puna Geothermal Venture geothermal power plant
for the purpose of testing various components of the power plant steam cycle. The
steam boile::, will operate over a limited period of time for a short period on any given
day. This rnalysis is designed to determine if the proposed facility will be in compliance
with the State of Hawaii Ambient Air Quality Standards.
Principal emissions from the steam boiler consist of nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide,
carbon monoxide and particulates. Emissions estimates for these pollutants are provided










No other significant emission sources of these pollutants are anticipated in the vicinity of
the PGV Project during the proposed period of use of the steam boiler.
Emis.sion characteristics of the boiler stack, as provided by the manufacturer and
used in the modelling, are presented below in Table 2:
'Estim:!lled :mi~siollS under ffil.ximum opcr:lting conditions (76.350,000 Brolhr) as spcciCicd by the manufacturer when u,ing
0.5 percent sulfur No.2 fuel oil.
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Steam Boiler ATe Application










15.36 cubic meters per second
1.47 square meters:l
315 QC
Because terrain in the region of the PGV Project area varies from well below
stack base height to well above the stack elevation, screening analyses were conducted '
using both the Industrial Source Complex Short Term (ISCST) and the Valley Simulation
Option of the COMPLEX-l Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Guideline models.
The ISCST model was used in a screening configuration, assuming flat terrain
from the property boundary (minimum distance from the location of the steam boiler
being 450 meters) out to a distance of 50 kilometers; this is a conservative assumption for
all elevations below the stack elevation. The standard 49 PTPLU wind speed/stability
class combbations were used in the analysis, with the addition of six (6) other
combinations (1.0 and 1.5 meters per second wind speeds in the lie", "E" and "F" stability
classes) at the request of the Hawaii Department of Health, Clean Air Branch (HDOH,
CAB). A total of four (4) computer nms were made: flat terrain; flat terrain with
downwash from the power plant" flat terrain with 10 meter flagpole receptors~; and flat
terrain with downwash from the power plant and 10 meter flagpole receptors. The
modelled one-hour maxima for each computer run are presented below in Table 3, and
the computer output for each run are attached:
:ZS13ck diam.;ter is calculated from the area or the rect:.mgular (1.0 meter by 1.7 meter) stack.
~"lbc power plant facility \"Ias consid=d to be the arca bounded by the air coolers, or 282 feet by 282 feet by 28 [ect hi&h. Bec.1use
of the skeletal n:Jlure of the powL" piant air cooler support structure and thc di~pcrscd 13}'Out of the power gencnting modules, the
assumption that this i5 a "bUilding" is very conseNati\''C.
4This sssum:;>tion is used [or collsis!l:ncy with air impact modelling done r~r the rGV Project Emcrgency RC';ponsc Plall ~md is not
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FLAT TERRAIN WITH DOWNWASH
(RUN DIS42002.WPR)
FLAT TERRAIN WITH 10 METER FLAGPOLE
RECEPTORS
(RUN DIS42003.WPR)
FLAT TERRAIN WITH DOWNWASH AND










By ntioing the emission rate of the sulfur dioxide modelled above with the
emission rates of the other pollutants, estimates of the maximum ambient concentrations




















8,\11 estimalcs a.....'umc modelled output o! computer run of flat terrain with downwa~h and 10 meter flagpOle ~cceptQrs (run
DIS42004.WPR).
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Steam Boiler ATC Application
Screening Air Modelling Analysis
As can be seen from Table 4, the predicted one-hour maxima are significantly below the
annual ambient air quality standards, and are an order of magnitude or more below any
short-ternl standards.
To evaluate the effects of elevated terrain on the predicted maxima, the Valley
Simulation Option of the COMPLEX-l model was run for sulfur dioxide using the same
emission parameters as the ISCST modelling. Receptors were placed along a single line
leading away from the steam boiler stack at distances and elevations calculated from the
receptors used in the air impact analyses conducted by Aerometric Monitoring, Inc.
(AMI) for PGV's Application for Authority to Construct the PGV Project Power Plant
(ATC No. A-833-794). The distance from each discrete receptor used in the AMI
analysis with an elevation above 690 feet (the stack elevation of the steam boiler) to the
steam boiler stack was calculated and its elevation used in the current analysis. In
addition, the receptor with the highest elevation above 690 feet in each ring of the polar
grid used in the AMI analysis was similarly used. The calculated distances to these
receptors and their elevations are presented in the COMPLEX-! modelling results,
attached. The modelled 24-hour maxima for sulfur dioxide, and the ratioed maxima for
the other pollutants, are presented in Table 5:
':':;:J:I::1~:~t:I~~;:::·~~:::;:Jt;;·:!:·j::s!!1!::trj::;~::~::;1.:~~~:j::;::·:~::::::~:;f·r::;':~::::::I:IA?'.~·: .~.::!t:\j:·:::i:;!:Ei;;r~l:.;!!~;~:::i:i;i~;;~~!·~f:·[·:!:::I··~:~~N:j:·:i:f~t:;··:·::t{{t:::::/:·::::1




















As was the case with the ISCST modelling, as can be seen from Table 5, the predicted
24-hour maxima are significantly below the applicable ambient air quality standards.
Accordingly, no exceedenccs are predicted.
8.\ll eslimav.::> llSSumc modelled outpUI or COMPLEX-1 computCT run DCP42002.WPR.
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**. PGV STEAM BOILfR • S02 - FLAT TERRAIN
CALCULATE (COWCEWTRATION=1,DEPOSITION=2)
RECEPTOR GRID SYSTEM (RECTANGULAR=1 OR 3, POLAR=2 OR 4)
DISCRETE RECEPTOR SYSTEM (RECTANGULAR=1,POLAR=2)
TERRAI~ ELEVATIONS ARE READ (Y£S=1,NO=0)
CALCULATIONS ARE WRITTEN TO TAPE (YES=1,NO=0)
LIST ALL INPUT DATA (NO~O,YES=1,MET DATA ALSO=2)
COMPUTE AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (OR TOTAL DEPOSITION)









PRINT '1~t-DAY TABLE(S) (YES;;;1,1I0=0)
PRINT TilE FOLLOWING TYPES OF TABLES 'oIHOSE TIME PER100S ARE
SPECIFIED BY 15'01(7) THR~JGH I~(14):
DAILY TABLES (YES;;;1,SO=0)
MIGHE:'T &SECOND HIGHEST TABLES (YES~1,NO=O)
MAXIMUM SO TABLES (YES"",NO=O)
METEORO~CGICAL DATA INPUT METHOD (PRE-PROCESSEO=1,CARD=2)
~URAL-U:::BAII OPTION (RU.=O,UR. MODE 1=1.UR, MOOE 2=2.UR. MOOE 3=3)
~IND PROFILE ~XPONENT VALUES (DEFAULTS=1.USER ENTERS=2,3)
VERTICA~ POT. TEMP, GRADIENT VALUES (CEFAULTS=1,USER ENTERS=2,3)
SCALE EI"I SSION RATES FOR ALL SOORCES (NO;O, YES>O)
PROGRAM CALCULATES FINAL PLUME RISE ONLY (YES=1.NO;2)
PROGRAM ADJUSTS ALL STACK HEIGHTS FOR DOUN'oIASH (YES=2,HO"'1)
PROGRAM USES BUOYANCY INDUCEO DISPERSION (YE5=1,NO=Z)
CONCENTll'ATIONS DURING CAL" ?ERIOOS SET; 0 (YES=1,NO=Z)
REG. DEI='AULT OPTiON CHOSEN (YES=1,NO=2)
TYPE OF POLLUTANT TO BE MOOEL~ED (1=S02,Z"'OTHER)
DEBUG Or-TION CHOSEN (YES=1,1I0=2)
ABOVE GI!CUND (FLACPOLE) REC:PTORS USED (YES=1, NO=O)
NUMBER CF INPUT SOURCES
NUMBER OF SOURCE GROUPS (=O,ALL SOURCES)
TIME PERIOO INTERVAL TO BE PRINTED (=C,ALL INTERVALS)
NUMBER OF X (RANGE) GRID VALUES
NUM9ER (IF Y (THETA) GRID VALUES
NUMBER OF DISCRETE RECEPTORS
NUMBER OF HOURS PER DAY IN METEOROLOGICAL DATA
NUMBER OF DAYS OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
SOURCE EMISSION RATE UNITS CONVERSION FACTOR
HEIGHT J,80VE GROUND AT \lHICH UINO SPEED ',lAS MEASURED
LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
ALLOCAT~ DATA STORAGE
























































.... NUMBER OF SOURCE NUMBERS REQUIREO TO DEFINE SOURC~ GROUPS ~ ...
(NSOGRP)
... SOURCE NUMBERS DEFINING SOURCE GROUPS ...
(IOSOR)
..... UPPER BOUND OF FIRST THROUGH FIFTH WIND SPEED CATEGORIES •••
(METERS/SEC)
1.54, 3.09, 5.14/ 8.23/ 10.80/
... X-COOROINATES OF RECTANCULA~ GRID SYSTEM .........
(METERS)
*** Y'CooRDINATES OF RECTANGULAR CRlo SYSTEM ***
(METERS)
2155250.0, 2156250.:), 2157250.0, 2158250.0, 2159250.0, 2160250.0/ 2161250.0/ 2162250.0/ 2163250.0, 2164250.0,
2165250.0, 2166250.n, 2167250.0/ 2168250.0/ 2169250.0, 2170250.0/ 2171250.0, 2172250.0, 2173250.0, 2174250.0,
2175250.0, 2176250,:1, Z1mSO.O, 2178250.0, 2179250.0, 2180250.0/ 2181250.0, 2182250.0, 2183250.0, 2184250.0,
"85250.0, 2186250.J, 2187250.0, 2188250.0, 2189250.0, 2190250.0, 2191250.0, 2192250.0, 2193250.0, 2194250.0,
2195250.0/ 2196250.:', 2W7250.0, 2198250.0, 2199250.0/ 2200250.0, 22012S0.0, 2202250.0, 2203250.0, 2204250.0,
*** PGY STEAM BOILER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN






















































a .... PGV STEAM BOlLER • S02 . FLAT TERRAIN
**. SOORCE OATA ...
***
EMISSION RATE TEMP. EXIT VEL.
T'(PE=O,1 TYPE=O TYPE=Q
T U (GRA'IS/SEC) (DEC .K) i (M/SEC) ; BLDG. BLDG. SLOG.
y A ~UM8ER T"PE", SASE VERT.Dllo! HORZ.DIM DIAMETER HEIGHT LENGTH IJIDTH
SOURCE P K PART. (Clll\MS/S£C) X Y ELEV. HEIGHT TYPE=l TY:>E"',2 TYPE"O TYPE=O TYPE=O TYPE=O
NUMBER E E CATS. *PER METER**2 (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METE~S) (METERS) (METERS) (MEiERS)
~ ... .. .. .. .. _ • • M • • .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
1 o 0 0 O.12096E1'01 301430.0 2155250.0 204.2 6.00 588.00 9.03 1.47 0.00 0.00 0.00
?:l9C 2 DIS42QOi.\.iPR
~,
.... PGV 5T~AH BOILER . S02 - FLAT TERRAIN .......
~ I 4
Page 3
• SOURCE· RECEPTOR COMBINATIONS LESS THAN 001 METERS OR THREE BUILDI~G
HEIGHTS IN DISTANCE. NO AVERAGE CONCENTRATION IS CALCULATED •
•• RECEPTOR LOCATION - •
X Y (METERS) DISTANCE
SOURCE OR RANGE OR DIRECTION BET'oJEEN
NUMBER (METERS) (DEGREES) (METERS)
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
301430.0 2155250.0 0.00
••• PGV STEAM BOILER· S02 FLAT TERRAIN .....
'* METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 1 '*
~OT. TEMP.
FLOW WIND MIXING GRADIENT \oJ I NO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. I( STABILITY PROFILE COHFl CIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEC. 10 ?ER METER) CATEGORY EXPONEIlT (PER SEC)
.. . . .. ..
-----. .. .. .. .. - ...
0.0 0.50 300.0 293.0 0.0000 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE·OO
••• PGV STEAM SOlLER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN ***
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY , '*
POT. TEMP.
FlOil WIND MIXING GRADIENT UIND OECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. IC STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) CMPS) (METERS) (DEG. I() PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. ... .. . .. .. ... ... . ... - ... . .. ... - - -
0.0 O.SO 300.0 293.0 0.0000 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE+OO
*** PGV ST~AM SOllER· S02 • FlAi TERRAIN "'**
'" METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 3 ..
POT. TEMP,
FLOW WINO MIXING GRADIENT WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. I( STABII.IT'l' PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOU~ (DECREES) CMPS) (METERS) (DEG. ~) PER METEil.) CATEGORY EXPONENT (P:R SEC)
.............. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ~ ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
0.0 1.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE"'OO
••• PGV STEAM BOILER' 502 • F~AT TERRAIN .....
W METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 4 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLOW WINO MIXINC GRADIENT UIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. r:: STABILITY PROfILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) CDEC. K) PER JIIETER) CATEGCRY EXPONENT CP:R SEC)
_._._.
... ... ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...










F20* ENUIRONMENT~L MRNRGEMENT '-;OCIRT~E 3R~~ I~ ')::1 j'~'~' 1,"--!_I_'.,." ~Ol.)r' t,~0I :::
.~ MET. DATA
DAY 5
••• PGV STEAM BOILER' so2 • FLAT TERRAIN ••*










HEI GHT TEMP. (DEG. (









... PCV STEAM SOIL~R • s02 • FLAT TERRAIN •••
0.0 2.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 6























**. PGY STEAM SOllER' 502 • FLAT TERRAIN •••
0.0 2.50 300.0 293.0 0.0000 0.0700 0.000000;+00
MET. DATA
DAY 7





















••• PCV STEAM SOllER· s02 • ,LAT ,ERRAIN ...
0.0 3.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY a










HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. K









.e. PGV STEAM BOllER • s02 • FLAT TERRAIN **.
0.0 0.50 300.0 293.0 0.0000 2 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 9























0.0 0.80 300.0 293.0 0.0000 z 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE+OO
;) I542001 .UPR





... PGV STEAM BOILER' so2 • FLAT TERRAIN
• METEOROLOCICAL DATA FOR OAY 10 '"
POT. TEMP.
FLOW WIND MIXING GRADIENT WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. x: STABILI TV PROFILE COEFFiCIENT
HOUR (DECREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEC. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER sec)
....... - .... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
0.0 1.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 2 0.0700 O.ooOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 11
."'. PGV STEAM 30lLER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN ......
.. METEOROLOGICAL CATA FOR DAY 11 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLO'J WINO MIXING GRADIENT WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. K STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEC. K) PER METEil) CATEGORY !:XPONENT (PER SEC)
.. .. .. .. - . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
0.0 1.50 300.0 293.0 0.0000 2 0.0700 O.ooooooe"oo
MET. OATA
DAY 12
..*. PGV STEAM BOILER • $02 • FLAT TERRAIN ...He
.. METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 12 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLOW WIND MIXING GRADIENT WINO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT . TEMP. (DEG. K STABILI TY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (Mf'S) (METERS) (DEC. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .
0.0 2.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 2 0.0700 0.0000001:+00
MET.OATA
DAY 13
.-. PGV STEAM BOiLER· S02 • F~AT TERRAIN -_.
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 13 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLO'oI WIND MIXING GRADIENT .... INO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. K STABILITY PROFIL.l: COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (HPS) (METERS) (OEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
,. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
0.0 2.50 300.0 29~.0 0.0000 2 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 14
.-. PCV STEAM BOILER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN ....
- METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 14 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLO'oI WINO MIXING GRADIENT WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. I: STABI Ll TY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. .. .. .. .. - .. - ....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
0.0 3.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 2 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE+OO
P~ge 5 0IS4200~.l.:PR




••• PGV STEAM BOILER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN
_.
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 1S *
PoT. TEMP.
FLO"Il WIND MIXING GRADIENT \lIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HE IGHT TEMP. (OEG. I:: STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (HPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT :PER SEC)
. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.0 4.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 2 0.0700 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 16
*.* PGV STEAM BOILER - S02 - FLAT TERRAIN
-*
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 16 •
POT. TEMP.
FLOW WIND MIXING GRADIENT WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. l:: STAilILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
- - - - -
.. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . - ..
0.0 5.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 2 0.0700 O.JOOOOOf+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 17
.*t PGV STEAM BOllER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN ••*
T METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 17 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLOW 1JIIID MIXING GRADIENT WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. " STASILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
IlOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. Ie) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT ~PER SEC)
- . . . . . . . . .. .
0.0 2.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 3 0.1000 o.I)OOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 16
*** PGV STEAM BOllER' SO, - FLAT TERRAIN ••*
.. MeieOROLOGICA~ DATA FOR DAY 18 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLO'W 'WIND MIXING GRADIENT 'WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT T81P. (DEG. K STASILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (OEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . - - - .. .. .. . .. ..
0.0 2.50 300.0 293.0 0.0000 3 0.1000 O.JOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 19
*** PCV STEAM BOILER - S02 • FLAT TERRAIN ***
* METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 19 *
POT. TEMP.
FLOI.' WIND MIXING CRAOIENT WINO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. K STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (HPS) (METERS) (~EC. 1::) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
. . . . .. .. .. - .. .. .. .. .. - .
... __ ._.
0.0 3.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 3 0.1000 O.OOOOOOE+OD




. _.. _.. _.






••* PGV STEAM BOILER - S02 - FLAT TERRAIN ....
• METEOROLOClCAl DATA FOR DAY 20 *
POT. TEMP.
Flml 'WIND MIXING GRAO lENT WINO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG • .- STABILITY PROFILE COEFFI CIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (OEl>. 1::) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. .. . - - - .. . . . .. . - .. - ... . . .. . .. .. ..
0.0 4.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 3 0.1000 O.OOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 21
••* PGV STEAM BOllER - 502 • FLAT TERRAIN ***
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 21 *
POT. TEMP.
FLO\/ WINO MIXING GRADIENT 'WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. l( STABI LIn' PROFILE CCEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEC. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT .:PER SEC)
.. .. . . - .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. . - . . . ..
0.0 5.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 3 0.1000 O.COOOOOE"OO
MET. DATA
DAY 22
*** PGV STEAM BOILER, SO, . FLAT TERRAIN **.
* METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 22 *
POT. TEMP.
FlO\l WINO MIXING GRADIENT WIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. I:: STABll ITY PROFILE c:>EFF!CIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MP5) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. - . .--- ...
0.0 7.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 3 0.1000 a.I)OOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 23
*-* PGV STEAM BOILER - SC2 • FLAT TEllRAIN ***
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 23 •
POT. Tl;MP.
FLOW IIINO MIXING GRADIENT \JIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEICHT !I'M? (DEl>. I: STABIl!TY ~ROFlLE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (HPS) (METERS) (OEG. K) PER METEil) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
. . . . ... . . ... .. . . . . ..
0.0 10.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 3 0.1000 O.ooOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 24
... ?GV STEAM BOllER - 502 • FLAT TERRAIN ***
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 24 *
POT. TEMP.
FLOW WINO MIXING GRADIENT WINO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (OEG. I:: STA6111TY PROFILE ;:OEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
- .. . . . .. .. 4< • .. . .. . .. ... .. ... ... ... ... .. - .. .. ...
. . . .. . ...




t ,. f '-I • ••• • I .. - I - - " I" .. _'~." ; - ,,-,--~~. ;"--='---="--=,,,'---..:.--=_--=;_1.1'--'!_··'-'.Ir-,--,!'='--'==-":~::"'" ---'...:!':!-.J~:..:-I::'...r:..:.r~Ii1",f"-,!l1C!..'I,,,-,i_'~i1C!....:...-' :.LlJ-,-:gl.l.llll.url.d·-.J..Li.!..!"'·'JJH~:---,:!!,I!..LriL..:·JL..:JL __...J
-, III - i ~Hl r- '1- 'I '1' 'I i ,- \1 r-' ,- • - - •• • .... - cRr-"FF" Ij' : h " •nil I I' :,'i IH_ ,'H h~b~ ,', : f'1 ~,u I.: : HI: :: ..: '. ~H ~~?~ QC' 16:38. -, -·1 •.. HO, 8 F' I (
'.1 MET. DATA
DAY 25
W_W PG. STEAM BOILER' so2 • F~AT TERRAIN •••










HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. ( STABILITY







*.* PGV STEAM BOILER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN



























*•• PGV STEAM BOILER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN



























... PGY STEAM BOILER • SOZ • FLAT TERRAIN














HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. ~









**- PGV STEAM BOILER - 502 • FLAT TERRAIN




























0.0 1.50 300.0 293.0 0.0000 4 0.1500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
01 st.2001.iJPR
~ F.: O~'l Eii I.) Is: O~Hl Ein HL i1~~@3ci1EHT '~'-:i1l": I ~-; ~ 8r'l" -I ; '-I ,)tl ,),~ i t, tl : 31? r' iI ':' P• •• , 1 ... _ ,7-,~ :"I
--1--'··· . , ,
-,1 MET. DATA
DIIV 30
... PGV STEAM BOllER' S02 - FLAT TERRAIN
.. METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 30 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLOU 111110 MIXING CRA,OIENT iJlNO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. k: STABILITY PROFILE COE~FICIENT
HOUR (DECREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEC. 1:) PER METER) CATEGORY eXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. . . . . .. . . . . .. - . - . . . . . . .. - . . .
0.0 2.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 4 0.1500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 31
••• PGV STEAM BOILER, S02 • FLAT TERRAIIl *-
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 31 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLOU WIIID MIXING GRADIENT WUIl) CECAY
VECTOR SPEEll HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. k: STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) CDEG. I::> PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
. - .. - . · . . . . . . . .. - - . . . . . · .. . .. - - -
0.0 2.50 300.0 293.0 0.0000 4 0.1500 O.OOOOOOE"OO
MET. DATA
DAY 32
.... PGV STeAM BOILER - 502 - FLAT TERRAIIl *••
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 32 •
POT. TEMP.
FLOW UIIiD MIXING GllADI£NT '.iIND DECAY
VECTOR SPE£D HEIGHT T1;MP. (DEG. k: STABlllTY PROFILE COEHICIE"T
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY eXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. . . .. .. . .. . - .. - .. - .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
·
.. .. .. . .. -
0.0 3.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 4 0.1 sao 0.000000£+00
MET. DATA
DAY 33
•*. PGV STEAM BOILER - s02 • Fl.AT TERRAIIl **•
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 33 •
POT. TEMP.
;:LO'.l UINO MIXING GIlAOIE:NT 'WI ND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. K STABILITY PROFIl.E COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. 10 PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. .. .. .. .. -
·
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - .. .. .. .. . . . . - -
0.0 4.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 4 0.1500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 34
••* PGV STEAM SOlLER' 502 - FLAT TERRAIN **..
• METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 34 ..
POT. TEMP.
FLOU IJINO MIXING GRADIENT UIND DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. K STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. .. .. .. ..
·
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. · . . .
- - -
0.0 5.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 4 0.1500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
DIS4200 1.IJPR
"
r~: 1},'4 :: [,j I.) I ~: I) r1t'1 : Hi HL !'1 H~'lH13 Ei'1 : Hj" - ; I) C•HiE; 8REH 'i,',, .,
'-'
PGV STEAM BOILER - S02 - FLAT TERRAIN















TEMP. (DEG. ~ STABILITY







••• PGV STEAM 80IlER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN



























.*. PGV STEAM BOI~ER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN
0.0 iO.OO 300.0 293.0 0.0000 4 0.1500 O.ODOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 37




















*** PCV STEAM BOILER· S02 • FLAT TERRA!N

















TEMP. (DEC. K STABILITY







*** PGV STEAM BOILER' 502 . FLAT TERRAIN




























0.0 20.00 300.0 293.0 0.0000 4 0.1500 O.OOOOOOE.OO
DISI,2C01.IJPR
: ~'ll~'l : U IJ ' :: Ii I~,I r'l : :1-I "L M0'r,l H'I i'J ~ ~,1 ~ PT ~ =: 11 r i H" 71: '=, to: F' t- ;), I',... _11. •... 11 _ d MI. 1 ,-.1_.1 _ • .. ... _ _ . i1 r'lO,
MET. DATA
DAY 40
*** PGV SiEAM SOIL~R 0 502 - FLAT TERRAIN













TE~P. (DEG. K STABILITY







*.* PCV STEAM BOILER' s02 • FLAT TERRAIN



























*** PGV STEAM BOILER - SC2 - FLAT TERRAIN





























**w PGV STEAM SOlLER· 502 - FLAT TE~RAIN



























*** PGV STEAM BOILER - S02 • FLAT TERRAIN




























0.0 5.00 300.0 293.0 0.0200 5 0.3500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
01 S42001.IJPR
FF:O{~ : H:) !~ I) t·l t'l : [.j i HL t'l H1@3: i'1 ErH ·.... ::n(! RF'= S~~EH 12,20,.'?·?' '6:~O [,10, 0", .' ' I.:' ' I••• j _ oJ , ..
oJ M~~. DATA
DAY 45
... PCV STEAM BOILER • S02 • fLAT TERRAIN ....
... METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 45 ..
POT. Tl;MP.
FlOlJ VIND MIXING GRADIENT 10/1 NO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEG. l:: STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (HPS) (METERS) (OEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. . .. .. .. .. . ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
- - - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
0.0 2.00 300.0 293.0 0.0350 6 0.5500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 46
... PGV STEAM BOllER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN ...,..
., METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 46-
POT. TEMP.
FL.O',/ WINO MIXING GRADIENT \lIND DECAY
VECTOR SPI:EO HEIGHT TEMP. (DEQ. IC STABILITY PROFIL.E COErF ICI ENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) ?ER METER) CATEGORY EXPC»lENT (PER SEC)
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -
0.0 2.50 300.0 293.0 0.0350 6 0.5500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 47
.,..... PGV STEAM BOllER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN .,*...
... METEOROLOCICAL DATA fOR DAY 47 ...
POT. tEMP.
FL.OW 10/1 NO MIXING GRADIENT WINO DECAY
VEC'l'OR SPEED HEIGHT TEM? (DEG, IC STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) CDEG. lC) PER HEifR) CATEGORY EXP~ENT (PER sec)
. .. .. .. . - .. . .. .. . - .. .. .. .. - . .. ... - .. .. ..
0.0 3.00 300.0 293.0 0.0350 6 0.5500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
MET. DATA
DAY 48
**- PGV STEAM SOllER . S02 - FL.AT TERRAIN *....
W METEOROL.OGICAL DATA FOR DAY 48 •
POT. TEMP.
FlC'oJ \IlIID MIXING GRADIENT WIIlD DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP. (DEC. lC STABILITY PROFIL.E COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. .. .
0.0 4.00 300.0 293.0 0.0350 6 0.5500 O.OOOOOOE"OO
MET. DATA
DAY 49
.-..* PGV STEAIol BOILER' S02 - FL.AT TERRAIN ." ......
." METEOROLOGICAL. DATA FOR DAY 49 ,.
POT. TEMP.
FLOIJ \.lIND MIXING GRADIENT WINO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED HEIGHT TEMP, (DEC. K STABILITY PROFIL.E COHFICI ENT
HOUR (DECREES) (HPS) (METERS) (DEG. lC) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONEIiT (PER SEC)
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... - .. .. .. .
0.0 5.00 300.0 293.0 0.0350 6 0.5500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
..
01 S420'0 1. \Ji'R
1'~:n i'~'~'
• - I _. I ! ... t" I ·i I~ I) I 'I r'~0I :::
•~ MET. DATA
DAY 50
.-. PGV STEAM SOlLER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN













TEMP. {DEC. ~ STABILITY







*** PGV STEAM BOILER· S02 • FLAT TERRAIN



























._. PGV STEAM BOILER • SO, - FLAT TERRAIN














Hi: IGHT TEHP. <DEG. [









*** PGV STEAM BOILER . SC2 • FLAT TERRAIN



























*** PCV STEAM BOILER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN




























0.0 1.00 300.0 293.0 0.0350 6 0.5500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
DISI,Z001.\JPR
FRQ~ ~NUIRONMENT~L ~RN~GEMENT r~;OC1RTES 8RER
-"
1'" .j 1




••- PGV STEAM BOllER - 502 - FLAT TE~RAIN
." METEOROLOGICAL DATA FOR DAY 5S ."
POT. TeMP.
FlrnJ IJIlIO MIXING CRAD lENT WINO DECAY
VECTOR SPEED tlEIGtlT TEMP. (DEG. l( STABILITY PROFILE COEFFICIENT
HOUR (DEGREES) (MPS) (METERS) (DEG. K) PER METER) CATEGORY EXPONENT (PER SEC)
- .. - . .. . - - . . . .
0.0 1.50 300.0 293.0 0.0350 6 0.5500 O.OOOOOOE+OO
~IS4l001.\JPR
••• ~GV STEAM BOILER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN ......




.. HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) ..
.. FROM SOURCES: 1,










































• MAXIMUM vALue eQUALS
3J1430.0
2.7473a , 54, 1)
2.79843 ( 54, 1)
2.85139 ( 54, 1)
2.9063:/ ( 54, 1)
2. 96351~ ( 54, 1)
3. 02297 ( 54, 1)
3.08483 ( 54, 1)
3.14927 ( 54, 1)
3.21641~ ( 54, 1)
3.28654 < 54, 1)
3.35975 ( 54, 1)
3.43630 ( 54, 1)
3_5164"1 ( 54, 1)
3 .6003., ( 54, 1)
3.68831~ ( 54, 1)
:3 •7808:S ( 54, 1)
3.87805 ( 54, 1)
3.98041) ( 54, 1)
4.08832 ( 54, 1)
4.20223 ( 54, 1)
4.32155 C. 54, 1)
4.44751) ( 54, 1)
4.58012 ( 54, 1)
4.72185 ( 54, 1)
4.87161 ( 54, 1)
5.03081) ( 54, "
5.20032 ( 54, 1)
5.38121) ( 54, 1)
5.57460 , 54, l'
5.78185 , 54, 1)
6.0044~ ( 54, 1)
6.24412 ( 54, 1)
6.5028:) ( 54, 1)
6.7830 1 , 54, 1)
7.08717 ( 54, 1)
7.36635 , 54, 1)
7.7036 1 ( 54, 1)
8.03902 ( 54, 1>





r-~n~ :r~U·l~nfjt'lt~7IM'L 'l'l°~H'~:~I:u-1 ~~~nrlTnT:S ~F.':R.• ~.. _ 1. I •• I L.. 11 I :"'11,..l ~ I ~ 11 . •• r. I _ _ • \ ~ ,






• HIGHEST 1'HOUR AVERACE CC~CENTRATIO~ (MICROGRAMS/CUSIC METER)
• FROM SOURCES: 1,
« FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID •
Y·AXIS /
(METERS) /
* MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
301430.0














a.39154 ( 54, 1)
8.75854 ( 54, 1)
9. 13465 ( 54, 1)
9.50985 ( 54, 1)
9.86615 ( 54, 1>
10.03374 ( 54, 1>
10.02446. ( 54, 1)
9.76762. ( 52, n
9.5972e ( 52, 1)
8.27873 ( 53, 1)
12.01482 ( 35, 1)
0.00000 ( 0, 0)
..* PGV STEAM BOILER, S02 • FLAT TERRAI~
• HIGHEST 1'HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) *
* FROM SOURCES: 1,




• X • • y - CON. (DAY,HOOR) - X • • y • CON. (DAY,HOUR)
... .. .. . . - . .. - . - ... . .. . - - .. . . . - . . . . . - - . . . . . .
301430.0 2155700.0 20.72659 ( 38, 1) 301430.0 2~55750.0 19.48809 ( 38, 1)
301430.0 2155800.0 18.25963 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2155850.0 11.37324 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 2155900.0 16.42545 ( 37, 1) 3C1430.0 2155950.0 15.62020 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2156050.0 14.20353 ( 36, 1) 301"30.0 2156100.0 13.49495 ( 36, 1>
301430.0 2156150.0 12.80646 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156200.0 12.37482 ( 35, n
301430.0 2156250.0 12.01482 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156300.0 "11.61379 { 35, 1)
301430.0 2156350.0 11.22091 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2i56400.0 10.83852 ( 35, 1>
301430.0 2156450.0 10.46B20 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156500.0 10.11091 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 ,"156550.0 9.76716 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156600.0 9.43714 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156650.0 9.12051 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156700.0 8.81795 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156750.0 8.60565 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156800,0 8.42431 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 21SQ850.0 13.24434 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156900.0 8.06641 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 2156950.0 7.89103 ( 34, ,) 301430.0 2157100.0 7.90523 ( 53. 1)
301430.0 21SnOO.O 8.16204 ( 53, 1) 301430.0 2157300.0 8.36068 ( 53, 1>
301430.0 2157400.0 8.50682 ( 53, 1) 301430.0 2157500.0 8.67356 ( 52, 1 )
301430.0 ,157600.0 8.85304 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2157700.0 9.01328 ( 52. 1)
301430.0 ,157800.0 9.15533 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2157900.0 9.28022 ( 52, 1 )
301430.0 2158100.0 9.48275 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2158200.0 9.56242 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 2:58300.0 9.62898 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2158400.0 9.68339 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 2:58500.0 9.72651 ( 52, 1> 301430.0 2158600.0 9.75918 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 2'58700.0 9.78222 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2158800.0 9.79635 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 2:58900.0 9.80228 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2159100.0 9.79217 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 2'59200.0 9.77732 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2159300.0 9.74600 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 2:59400.0 9.785Z2 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159500.0 9.82807 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 2~59600.0 9.26657 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159700.0 9.90092 ( 54, 1)
01 S42:::Cl •l,JPR
F20n ~N0i20NMENT~L MRNRGEME~T Q~;OCIRiES 8RE~





... SECONO H:GHEST '·HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER)
... FROM SOURCES: 1,
• FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID ...
...










































... MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
301430.0
2.02648 ( 55, 1)
2.06624 ( 55, 1)
2.10756 ( 55, 1)
2.15054 ( 55, 1)
2.19529 ( 55, 1)
2.24190 ( 55, 1)
2.29051 ( 55, 1)
2.34123 ( 55, 1)
2.39422 ( 55, 1)
2.44963 C 55, 1)
2.50762 ( 55, 1)
2.56839 ( 5S. 1)
2.63213 ( 55, 1)
2.69908 ( 55, 1)
2.76947 ( 55, 1)
2.54359 ( 55, 1)
2.92173 C 55, 1)
3.00424 ( 55, 1)
3.09149 ( 55, 1)
3.1839(;' ( 55, 1)
3.28228 C 55, 1)
3.386~1 ( 55, 1)
3.49758 ( 55, 1)
3.61568 ( 55, 1)
3.74166 ( 55, 1)
3.87633 ( 55, 1)
4.02061 ( 55, 1)
4.17555 ( 55, 1)
4.3423S ( 55, 1)
4.52243: ( 55, 1)
4.71741 ( 55, 1)
4.92917 ( 55, 1)
5.1599~, ( 5S, 1)
5."241 ( 55, 1)
5.66967 ( 55, 1)
5.9803;; ( 55, 1)
6.296011 ( 5S, 1)
6.63937 ( 55, 1)
11.51814 AHD OCCURRED AT ( 301430.0, 2156250.0) •
X·AXlS (METERS)





• SECOND HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (NICROC~AMS/CUBIC METER) •
• FROM SOURCES: "
* FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID •
Y·AXIS I
(METERS) I
• MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
301430.0















7.01241 ( 55, 1)
7.41693 ( 55, 1)
7.85341 ( 55, 1)
8.31967' ( 55, 1)
8.808U ( 55, 1)
9.2002~ ( SS, 1)
9.48805 ( 55, 1)
9.71227 ( 54, 1)
9.14036 ( 55, 1)
8.1640Z ( 40, 1>
'1.51814 ( 36, 1)
O. OOOOC' ( 0, 0)




• SECOND HIGHEST 1'HOUR AVERAGE CONCENiKATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) *
* FRCJIo4 SOURCES: 1,
• FOR THE OISCRETE RECEPTOR POINTS •
• X • • Y . CON. (OAY,HOUR) • X • - Y - CON. (DAY, HOUR)
. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . ...... - ..- --_ ....... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ..
301430.0 ~1S5700.0 20.05565 ( 39, 1) 301430.0 2155750.0 18.99768 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 ;!155800.0 18.16281 ( 38, 1) 301430.0 215$850.0 16.84953 ( 38, 1)
301430.0 l!155900.0 16.27541 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2155950.0 15.47015 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 2156050.0 13.65122 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2156100.0 12.99921 , 35, 1)
301430.0 '!1S6150.0 12.70778 ( !5, 1) 301430.0 2156200.0 12.14605 , 36, 1)
301430.0 2156250.0 11.51314 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156300.0 10.94654 ( 30, 1)
301430.0 ;!156350.0 10.41434 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156400.0 9.91874 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 ;1156450.0 9.65991 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156500.0 9.49619 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 ;!156550.0 9.32500 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156600.0 9.14862 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 2156650.0 8.96895 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156700.0 8.78754 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 '!156750.0 8.52824 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156800.0 8.25127 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 '!150850.0 7.98656 ( 3S, 1) 301430.0 2156900.0 7.73362 ( 3S, 1)
301430.0 ;1156950.0 7.54305 ( 40, 1) 301430.0 2157100.0 7.89278 ( 40, 1)
301430.0 2.157200.0 8.08180 ( 40, 1) 301430.0 2157300.0 8.25286 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 2157400.0 8.47381 ( 52, ,) 301430.0 2157500.0 8.62990 , 53, ')
301430.0 ;:157600.0 8.73178 ( 53, 1) 301430.0 2157700.0 8.81421 ( 53, 1)
301430.0 :::157800.0 8.87890 ( 53, 1) 301430.0 2157900.0 8.92742 ( 53, 1)
301430.0 <'158100.0 8.98184 ( 53, 1) 301430.0 2158200.0 9.07151 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158300.0 9.1m1 , 55, 1) 301430.0 2158400.0 9.24495 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158500.0 9.30408 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158600.0 9.35701 ( 5S, 1)
301430.0 2156700.0 9.40240 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158800.0 9.44128 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 :~'58900.0 9.49739 , 54, 1) 301430.0 2159100.0 9.62821 , 54, 1)
301430.0 :::159200.0 9.68553 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159300.0 9.73778 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 2159400.0 9.69935 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2159500.0 9.64972 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 2159600.0 9.59741 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2159700.0 9.56021 ( 55, 1)
RUN ENDED ON 12-20-91 AT 14:21:30
P;lge 18 DIS~~Of)~.\JPf\
F?O~ ~NU!R0NM~NT~L ~~N~G~MENT ~~SOC!RT~3
ISCST - (DATED 90346]
1·; ';l-; ~ '~l~ ~
• -, _. I .... ii (I, :~ FJ 1 ~::I' •
18M-PC VERSION (2.04)
(C) COPYRIGHT 1990, TRINITY CONSULTANTS, INC.
SERI~L NUMBER 6688 SOLD TO ENVIRONMENTAL HANAGME~T ASSOCIATES
RUN BEGAN ON 12-20-91 AT 14:21:34
••• PGV STEAM BOILER • SOZ • FLAT TE~RAIN/OOUNUASH
CALCULATE (CCNCENTRATION=1,DE~OSITION=2)
RECEPTOR GRID SYSTEM (RECTANGULAR=1 OR 3, POLAR=2 OR 4)
DISCRETE RECEPTOR SYSTEM (RECTANGU~R=1,POLAR=2)
TERRAIN ~LEVATIONS ARE READ (YES=l,NO:O)
CALCULATIONS ARE WRITTEN TO TAPE (YfS:1,NO=O)
LIST ALL INPUT DATA (NO~O,YES=1,MET DATA ALSC=2)
COMPUTE lIVERAGE CONCENTRATION (OR TOTAL DEPOSITION)









PRINT '~'-DAY TABLE(S) (YES=1,NO=O)
PRINT THE FOLLOUING TYPES OF TABLES UHcsE TIME PERIODS ARE
SPECIFIED BY ISV(7) THROUGH ISU(14):
DAILY TABLES (YES=1.NC=O)
HIGHEST &SECOND HIGHEST TABLES (YES=l,NO=O)
MAXIMUM 50 TABLES (YES=1,NO=O)
METEOROLOGICAL DATA INPUT METHOD (PRE-PROCESSED=1,CARD=2)
RURAL-~BAN OPTION (RU.~O,UR. MODE 1=1,UR. MODE 2;2,UR. HOOE 3=3)
UlNe PROFI~E EXPONE~T VALUES (OEFAULTS~1,USER ENTERSx2,3)
VERT1CAL POT. TEMP. GRADIENT VALUES (OEFAULTS~1,USER ENTERS=2,3)
SCALE EMISSION RATES FOR ALL SOURCES (NO~O,YES>O)
PROGRAM CALCULATES Fl~AL PLUME RISE OHLY (YES=1,WO=2)
PROGRAM ADJUSTS ALL STACK HEIGHTS FOR OOVNUASH (YES=2.NO=1)
PROGRAM USES BUOYANCY INDUCED DISPERSION (YES=1,NO",2)
CONCENTRATIONS DURING CALM PERIODS SET .. 0 (YES=1,NO=2)
REG. DEtAULT OPTION CHOSEN (YES::1,NO~2)
TYPE OF POLLUTANT TO BE MODELLED (1~S02,2~OTHER)
DEBUG OPTION CHOSEN (YES=1,NO=2)
ABOVE GF!OUND (FLAGPOLE) RECEPTORS USED (YES=',NO=O)
NUMBER CF INPUT SOURCES
NUMBER CF SOURCE GROUPS (=O,ALL SOURCES)
TIME PEf!IOO INTERVAL TO BE PRINTED (=O.ALL INTERVALS)
NUMBER CF X (RANGE) GRID VALUES
NUMBER CF Y (THETA) GRID VALUES
NUMB~R Cf DISCR~T~ R~C~PTORS
NUMSER OF HOURS PER DAY IN METEOROLOCICAL DATA
NUMBER OF DAYS OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
SOURCE EMISSION RATE UNITS CONVERSION FACTOR
HEIGHT J~BOVE GROUND AT UHICH \lIND SPEED \lAS MEASURED
LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
ALLOCATED DATA STORAGE

















































ZR ~ 10.00 METERS
I/olET:: 7
LIMIT ~ 43500 \lORDS
MIMrT = 1138 \lORDS
DrS42~02. WPR
;~R~l CUuj'~nUt'lC~TnL ~lnun~;Mcu- '~~nrln-I~~ ~F'rn
r,.; .,1. , .• 11 10.,1 M t MI1M __ 11_,1 •• '. M .. _ I- ,10.:"'1 flO, .~ F' , 1'?
••• PCV STEAM aOILE~ - s02 - FLAT TERRAIN/DC~NVASH •••
o
o
••• NUM3ER OF SOURCE NUMBERS RECUIRED TO DEfINE SOURCe CROUPS •••
(NSOGRP)
1,
••* SOURCE NUMBERS DEFINING SOURCE GROUPS _.-
(lOSOR)
1,
**. UPPER BOUND OF FIRST THROUGH FIFTH WINO SPEED CATEGORIES *.-
(METERS/SEC)
1.54, 3.09, 5.14, 8.23, 10.80,










1 2 3 4 5 6
.?OOOOE-Ol .70000E-01 .70000E·01 .70000E-01 .70oooe-01 .7000De-01
.70000E-01 .?OOOOE-Ol .70000E·01 .70000E-0' .700aOE-01 .700aOE-01
.1aOOOE.OO .10000E+00 .10000E+QO .10000E+00 .10000E+00 .10000E+00
.15000E+OO .15000E+00 •15000E+00 .15000E+00 .1S000E+00 .15000:+00
.35000E+00 .35000E·OO .35000£+00 .35000£+00 .3S000E+00 .3500CE+00
.55000E+OO .55000E+00 .S5000e+oo .55000E+00 .55000E+00 .SSOOOE+CO
*** VERTICAL POTENTIAL TE~P=RATURE GRADIENiS **.






















































**. PGV STEAM BOILER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN/D~~WASH
•_. X-COORDINATES OF RECTANGULAR GRID SYSfEM ••-
(METERS)
*** Y-COCRDlNATES OF RECTANGULAR GRID SYSTEM ***
(METERS)
•••
2155250.0, 2156250.0, 2157250.0, 2158250.0, Z159250.0, 2160250.0, 2161250.0, 2162250.0, 2163250.0, 2164250.0,
2165250.0. 2166250.0, 2167250,0, 2168250.0, 2169250.0, 2170250.0, 2171250.0, 2172250.0, 2173250.0, 2174250.0,
2175250.0, 2176250.0, 2177250.0, 2178250.0, 2179250.0, 2180250.0, 2181250.0, 2182250.0, 2183250.0, 2184250.0,
2185250.0, 2186250.(1, 2187250.0, 2183250.0, 2189250.0, 2190250.0, 2191250.0, 2192250.0, 2193250.0, 2194250.0,
2195250.0, 2196250.0, 2197250.0, 2198250.0, 2199250.0, 2200250.0, 2201250.0, 2202250.0, 2203250.0, 2204250.0,













































: ~,.'nt.f ~ PJ..I 'j ~nu"1 ~ p., n', L :: ~ il CI; rt'l ~ " T ,', " '; il r j' 'n', ·1' -c.; i F' ~ ~I .• I~ _11, ".• 111 .. ,1 to. '1'1"_ ... ,1 ._.' __ ',_,j ": .~ 11 ,: '~ , 1 ~ I .1 :1_ 1 -, ,.II"'!.J HI) I :::
••• ~GV SiEAM BOILER, S02 • FLAT TER~IN/DOYN~ASH
SOURCE DATA .....
•••
EMISSiON RATE TEMP. EXIT VEL.
TYPE=.(), , TYPE=O TYPE=O
T II (GAAM;;fSEC) (DEG.K); (M/SEC) : BLDG. BL.OG. BLDG.
Y A NUMBER TYPE=Z BASE VERT.DIH HORZ.DIM DIAMETER HEIGHT LENGTH IIIDTH
SOURCE P K PART. (GRAMS/SEC) X y ELEV. HEIGHT TYPE=' TYPE=',2 TYPE"O TYPE,.O TYPE"O TYPE"O
NUMBER E E CATS. *PER MEiER··2 (MnERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS)
. . . . - - ...... . . . - - . - - . - . . . - . . . . . .
... pGV STEAM BOILER - s02 . FLAT TERRAIN/DOWNIiASH
1.47100 o O.120~6E.01 301430.02155250.0 204.2 6.00 sea.oo 9.03
.....
8.53 107.75 107.75
* SOURCE-RECEPTOR CCHBINATIONS LESS THAN 001 METERS OR THREE BUILDING
HEIGHTS IN DISTANCE. NO AVERAGE CONCENTRATION IS CALCULATED •
SOURCE
NUMBER
. • RECEPTOR LOCATlON . -
X Y (METERS)









,,~?A~l ~uUlonur'l~~'TH'L ~lH'r~n~~1~1~~- --~rrlH'-I:~ R~:~
.... I .. 11. I'., .. 11 .. r1 , 11M..... I . • oJ ~ .. ...'.' I'. l. M 1'~I'i1 1 '~': . 1. ~.',: 4(..




**w PGV S7~AM BOILER • s02 • ,LAT TeRRAIW/DOUN~ASH
* HIGHEST 1'HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) •
• FROM SOURCES: 1,
* FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID •











































2.74738 ( 54, 1)
2.79843 ( 54. 1)
2.55139 ( 54, 1)
2.90639 ( 54, 1)
2.96354 ( 54, 1)
3 .02297 ( 54, 1)
3.08483 ( 54, 1)
3.14927 ( 54, 1)
3.21644 ( 54, 1)
3.28654 ( 54, 1)
3.35975 ( 54, 1)
3.43630 ( 54, 1)
3.51641 ( 54, 1)
3.60034 ( 54, 1)
3.68838 ( 54, 1)
3.78083 ( 54. 1)
3.87805 ( 54, 1)
:3 •98040 ( S4. 1)
4.08832' ( 54. 1)
4.2022e' ( 54, 1)
4.32155 ( 54, 1)
4.4475C ( 54, 1)
4.S80n ( 54. 1)
4.72185 ( 54, 1)
4.87161 ( 54, 1)
5 .030S0 ( 54, 1)
5.20032 ( 54, 1)
5.3812CI ( 54, 1)
5.5746CI ( 54, 1)
5.781S~ ( 54, 1)
6.0044Ji, ( 54, 1)
6.244U: ( 54, 1)
6.S028t ( 54, 1)
6.78301 ( 54, 1)
7.0S71i' ( 54. 1)
7 .3863~i ( 54, 1)
7.70361 ( 54, 1)
8.03902 ( 54, 1)
X-AXIS (METERS)







-** PGV STEA~ SOllER' S02 • FLAT TERRAIN/D~~YASH •••
." HICHEST 1-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) -
* FROM SOURCES: 1,
- FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID ."
Y-AXIS /
(METERS) /
* MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
301430.0















8.39154 ( 54, 1)
8.75854 ( 54. 1)
9. 13465 ( S4, 1)
9.50985 ( 54, ,)
9.86615 ( 54, 1)
10.03374 ( 54, l'
10.02446 ( 54, 1)
10.16956 ( 55, 1)
10. 10327' ( SS, 1)
9.85330 ( 46, 1)
12.17S53 ( 35, 1)
O.OOOOC ( 0, 0)
*** PGV STEAM BOILER, SO, • FLAT TERRAIN/OauWUASH
.. HICHEST 1-HCUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC HEiER)
* FROM SOURCES: 1,






• X • • y • COH. (DAY, HOUR) - X • • y • CON. (OAY, HOUl~)
. . . . . . . . . .. - - . . . . . .......... . . . .. . - . ... . . . .
301430.0 2155700.0 22.48568 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2155750.0 20.76406 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 2155800.0 19.39162 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2155850.0 18.21196 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 'l155900.0 17.08992 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2155950.0 16.03510 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 'l156050.0 14.43931 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156100.0 13.62527 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 ::156150.0 13.12840 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156200.0 12.64421 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 ,:156250.0 12,17553 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156300.0 11.72407 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 .:156350.0 1'.29080 ( 35. 1) 301430.0 2156400,0 10.87610 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 ,:156450.0 10.47995 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156500.0 10.10207 ( 35, ~ )
301430.0 41156550.0 9.74196 ( 35. 1) 301430.0 2156600.0 9.72133 ( 48. 1)
301430.0 2156650.0 9.81001 ( 48,
"
301430.0 2156700.0 9.89024 ( 48, n
301430.0 2156750.0 9.2S740 ( 48, 1) 301430.0 2156800.0 9.331413 ( 413, 1)
301430.0 2156S50.0 9.40074 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2156900.0 9,466613 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2156950.0 9.52718 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2157100.0 9.68742 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 :!.157200.0 9.80238 ( 46, ,) 301430.0 2157300.0 9.90005 ( 46, ,)
301430.0 :':157400.0 10.00599 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2157500.0 10.11458 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 ~'57600.0 10.20907 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2157700.0 10.29033 C 45, 1)
301430.0 2:157800.0 10.39432 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2157900.0 9.94343 ( 55. 1)
301430.0 ;::158100.0 10.04591 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158200.0 10.08588 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158300.0 10.11900 ( S5. 1) 301430.0 2158400.0 10.14573 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158500.0 10.16650 ( 55 I 1) 301430.0 2158600.0 10.18172 C 55. l'301430.0 ;~1S8700. 0 10.191n ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158800.0 10.19701 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158900.0 10.19778 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159100.0 10.18712 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2159200.0 10.17626 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159300.0 10,16206 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2159400.0 10.14477 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159500.0 10.12461 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2159600.0 10.10180 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159700.0 10.07652 ( 55. 1)
P:3ge 5 DIS42002.'WPR
1'))t) 1'~,"~,; 1"'i"l._,_~~1, .. ~Ili{ HO I ::: ~I -""I "':"i I ~ ,~.




• SECOND HIGHEST 1·HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (HICROGRANS/CU8IC METER)
* FROM SOURCES: 1,
* FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID •
•









































* MAXIMUM VALUE EOUALS
301430.0
2.02648 ( 55, 1)
2.06624 ( 55, 1)
Z.10756 ( 55, 1)
2.15054 ( 55, 1)
2.19529 ( 55, 1)
2.24190 ( 55, 1)
2.290S1 ( 55, 1)
2.34123 ( 55, 1)
2.~9422 ( 55. 1)
2.44963 ( 55, 1)
2.50762 ( 55, 1)
2.56839 ( 55, 1)
2.63213 ( 55, 1)
2.6990lJ ( 55, 1)
2.16947 ( 55, 1)
2.8435; ( 55, 1)
2.9217'J ( 55, 1)
3.00424 ( 55, 1)
3.09149 ( 55, 1)
3. 1839(' ( 55, 1)
3.28227 ( 55, 1)
3.3866:- ( 55, 1)
3.4975S ( 55, 1)
3.61568 ( 55, 1)
3.14166 ( 55, 1)
3.8763!- ( 55, 1)
4.02062 ( 55, 1)
4.17556 ( 55, 1)
4.34238 ( 55, 1)
4.52247 ( 55, 1)
4.11745 ( 55, 1)
4 . 92923 ( 55, 1)
5.1600ll ( 55, ,)
5.41251 ( 55, 1)
5.689~ ( 55, 1)
5.99342. ( 55, 1)
6.3134(~ ( 55, 1)
6.66244 ( 55, 1)
11.36050 AND OCCURRED AT ( 301430.0, 2156250.0) •
X·AXIS (METERS)
?age 6 DIS42002.WPR




... PGV STEAM BOILER· S02 - FLAT TERRAI~/D~N~ASH
'* SECOUD HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVERAGE CONCEUTRATICN (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER)
'* FROM SOURCES: 1,






'* MAXIMUM VALUE EOUALS
301430.0















7.04319 ( 55, 1)
7.45830 ( 55, 1)
7.90957 ( 55, 1)
8.39699 ( 55, 1)
8.91645 ( S5, 1)
9.48082 ( 55, 1)
9.90122 ( 55, l'
9.76768 ( 52, 1)
9.94371 { 45, 1>
9.81467 ( 45, 1)
'1.36050 ( 36, 1)
0.00000 ( 0, 0)




... SECOND HIGHEST 1-HCUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUSIC METER) ..
.. FROM SOURCES: 1,
'* FOR THE DISCRETE RECEPTOR POINTS •
. X - • y • CON. (DAY, HOUR) • X • • y • CON. (DAY,HOUR)
- - ... - ... ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. - ... ... ... .. . . .
301430.0 2.155700.0 21.83122 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2155750.0 20.60954 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2:155800.0 19.17512 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2155850.0 17.72320 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 ~155900.0 16.40401 ( 37, 1> 301430.0 2155950.0 15.49016 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 ,156050.0 14.13744 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156100.0 13.40517 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 t:156150.0 12.66770 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156200.0 11.98781 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 ,156250.0 11.36050 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156300.0 10.78109 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 ,:156350.0 10.34941 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156400.0 10.15187 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 2156450.0 9.94841 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156500.0 9.74135 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 2156550.0 9.62388 ( 48, 1) 301430.0 2156600.0 9.63145 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 i:156650.0 9.76058 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2156700.0 9.88163 ( 47, ,)
301430.0 Z1567S0.0 9.25165 ( 47, 1> 301430.0 2156800.0 9.32913 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 ,156850.0 9.36977 ( 48, 1) 301430.0 ,156900.0 9.40259 ( 48, 1)
301430.0 2156950.0 9.47972 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 ,157100.0 9.67818 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2157200.0 9.75551 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2'57300.0 9.88239 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2157400.0 9.98168 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2157500.0 10.04847 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 2157600.0 10.1!.834 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2157700.0 10.27745 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2157800.0 10.35923 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2157900.0 9.91783 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2158100.0 9.94275 ( 45. 1) :501430.0 2158Z00.0 9.94497 ( 45, 1)
301430_0 C!1S8300.0 9.94112 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2i58400.0 9.93171 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2158500.0 9.91723 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2158600.0 9.89812 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2158700.0 9.87478 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2158800.0 9.84759 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 ;~158900.0 9.81689 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2159100.0 9.79217 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 ;~159200.0 9.7m2 ( 52, 1) 301430.0 2159300.0 9.74600 ( 52, 1)
301430.0 j! 159400.0 9.73522 ( 54. 1) 301430.0 2159500.0 9.82807 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 ;;159600.0 9.86657 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159700.0 9.90092 ( 54, ,)
RUN ENDED ON 12-20-91 AT 14:21:47
DlS42002.WPR
~?00 ENUIRONMENTRL MRNRG~MENT nCSOCi~T~; 3RER
ISCST • (DArED 90346)
l·~ .) Ci 1·~ l~ \ 1. -.' : .1, :~.'
- I .. '. I ....
?3ge 1
IBM-P; VERSIOW (2.04>(C) CJPYRIGHT 1990, TRINITY CONSULTANTS, INC.
SERI~L NUMBER 6688 SOLD TO ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGMENT ASSOCIATES
RUN BEGAN ON 12-20-91 AT 15:04:53
*** PGV STEAM BoiLER • 502 • FLAT TERRAIN/10M FLAG?OLE
CALCULATE (CONCENTRATION~1,DEPOSITION=2)
RECEPTOR GRID SYSTEM (RECTANGULAR=1 OR 3, POLAR=2 OR 4)
DISCRETE RECEPTOR SYSTEM (RECTANGULAR=1,POLAR=2)
TERRAIN ELEVATIONS ARE READ (YES=1.NO=0)
CALCULATlONS ARE WRITTEN TO TAPE (YES=1,NO~O)
LIST ALL INPUT DATA (NO=O,YES~1,MET DATA ALSO=2)
COMPUTE AvERAGE CONCENTRATION (OR TOTAL DEPOSITION)









PRINT 'HI·OAY TABLE(S) (YES~1,NO=O)
PRINT THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF TABLES WHOSE TIME PERICOS ARE
SPECIFIEr, BY ISW(7) THROUGH ISW(14):
DAILY rABLES (YES~1,NO=O)
HIGHeST &SECOND HIGHEST TA8LES (YES=l,NO~O)
MAXI MU'I SO TABLES (YES=',NO=O)
METEOROL'GICAL DATA INPUT METHOO (PRE-PROCESSED=1,CARO~2)
RURAL-UR3AN OPTION (RU.~O,UR. MOOE 1~1,UR. MODE 2=2,UR. MOOE 3=3)
WIND PROr-ILE EXPONENT VALUES (DEFAULTS=l.uSER ENTERS~2,3)
VERTICAL POT, TEMP. GRADIENT VALUES (DEFAULTS=',USER ENTERS=2,3)
SCALE EH:SSION RATES FOR ALL SOURCES (NO=O,VES>O)
PROGRAM CALCULATES FINAL PLUME RISE ONLY (YES~1,NO=2)
PROGRAM ADJUSTS ALL STACK HE!GHTS tOR DOYN~ASH (VES;2,NO=1)
PROGRAM USES BUOYANCY tNC~C£D DISPERSION (YES=1,NO=2)
CONCENTRnTIONS DURING CALM PERIODS SET ~ 0 (YES=1,NO=2)
REG. DEFAULT OPTION CHOSEN (YES=1,NO=2)
TYPE OF POLLUTANT TO BE MODELLED (1=S02,2~OTHER)
DEBUG OPTION CHOSEN (YES~1,NOE2)
ABOVE GRIJUND (FLAGPOLE) RECEPTORS USED (YES=1,NO~O)
NUMBER CF INPUT SOURCES
NUMBER CF SOURCE GROUPS (=O.ALL SOURCES)
TIKE PERIOO INTERVAL TO BE PRINTED (=O,ALL INTERVALS)
NUMBER cF x (RANGE) GRID VALUES
NUMBER OF Y (TKETA) GRID VALUES
NUMBER OF DISCRETE RECEPTORS
NUMBER OF HOURS PER DAY IN METEOROLOGICAL DATA
NUMBER of DAYS OF METEOROLOCICAL DATA
SOURCE EMISSION RATE UNITS CONVERSION FACTOR
HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND AT WHICH WIND SPEED UAS HEASURED
LOGICAL UNIT NUMBER OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
ALLOCATED DATA STORAGE












































ZR = 10.00 METERS
IHET. 7
LIMIT .. 4~SOO UORDS
Im41T = 1238 UORDS
DIS42003.\JPR
:- ~l:' .





WWW PGV STEAM BOILER • 502 . FLAT TERRAIN/10M rlAGPOlE
-*. NUMBER OF SOURCE ~UMBERS RECUIRED TO DE~INE SOURCE CROUPS
(HSOGRP)
*.- SOURCE NUMBERS DEFINING SOURCE GROUPS ...
( IOSOR)
-*
••- UPPER BOUND OF FIRST THROUGH FIFTH UIND SPEED CATEGORIES ••-
(METERS/SEC)
1.54, 3.09, 5.14, 8.23, 10.80,




















































••* VERTICAL POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS ***




















































••* PGV STEAM BOILER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN/10M FLAGPOLE •••
301430.0,
••• X-COORDINATES OF RECTANGULAR GRID SYSTEM ._.
(METERS)
••• Y-COORDINATES OF RECTANGULAR GRID SYSTEM •••
(METERS)
2155250.0, 2156250.(', 2151250.0, 2158250.0, 2159250.0. 2160250.0, 2161250.0, 2162250.0, 2163250.0, 2164250.0,
2165250.0. 2166250.0, 2167250.0, 2168250.0, 2169250.0, 2170250.0, 2171250.0, 2172250.0, 2173250.0, 2174250.0.
2175250.0, 2176250.0, 21m50.0, 2178250.0, 2179250.0, 2180250.0, 2181250.0, 2182250.0, 2183250.0. 2184250.0,
2185250.0, 2186250.1:1, 2187250.0, 2188250.0, 2189250.0, 2190250.0. 2191250.0, 2192250.0. 2193250.0, 2194250.0.
2195250.0, 2196250.0, 2197250.0, 2198250.0, 2199250.0, 2200250.0, 2201250.0, 2202250.0, 2203250.0, 2204250.0 •

























































_•• PGV STEAM BOILER - s02 • FLAT TERRAIH/l0M FLAGPOLE
- ABOVE CROUND RECEPTOR HEIGHTS IN METERS •



















































































..... - - -_ - -_ - ...
Y-AXIS /
(METERS) / 301'30.0
••• PGV STEAM BOILER • soz - FLAT TERRAIN/10M FLAGPOLE
• ABOVE GROUND RECEPTOR HEICHTS IN METERS *
• FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID *
X-AXIS (METERS)
•••




























*** PGV STEAM BOILER' SOZ • FLAT TERRAIN/10M FLAGPOLE
• ABOVE GROUHD RECEPTOR HEIGHTS IN METERS •
• FOR THE DISCRETE RECEPTOR POINTS •
....
. X - • y - HGT. - X- • y - HCT. • X • - y • HGr.
. . . - .. --_ ......... • .. • .. .. 4 ...
301430.0 2155700.0 10.00000 301430.0 2155750.0 10.00000 301430.0 2155800.0 10.00000
301430.0 2155850.0 10.00000 301430.0 2155900.0 10.00000 301430.0 2155950.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156050.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156100.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156150.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156200.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156250.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156300.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156350.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156400.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156450.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156500.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156550.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156600.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156650.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156700.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156750.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156800.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156850.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156900.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156950.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157100.0 10.00000 301430.0 215nOO.0 10.00000
301430.0 2157300.0 10.00000 301/.30.0 2157400.0 10.00000 301430.0 215'7500.0 10.00000
301430.0 2157600.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157700.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157800.0 10.00000
301430.0 2157900.0 10.00000 301430.0 21S1l100.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158200.0 10.00000
301430.0 215a300.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158400.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158500.0 10.00000
301430.0 2158600.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158700.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158800.0 10.COOOO
301430.0 2158900.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159100.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159200.0 10.00000
301430.0 2159300.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159400.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159500.0 10.00000
301430.0 2159600.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159700.0 10.00000
t** ?GV STEAM BOILER • S02 • FLAT TERRAIN/10M FLAGPOLE *.*
.** SOURCE OAT" .--
EMISSION RATE TEMP. t:XIT VEL.
TY!~E=O, 1 TYPE;O TYPE=O
T W (GRAMS/SEC) (OEC.t); (M/SEC) ; BLDG. BLDG. BLDG.
Y A NUMBER TY~E=2 BASe VERT .OIM HORZ.DIH DIAMETER HEIGHT LENGTH \JICTH
SOURce P K PART. (GRA'lS/SEC) X Y ELEV. HEIGHT TYPE=l TYPE",' ,2 TYPE=O TYPE"O TYPE=O TYPE"O
NUM6ER : E CATS. *PER METER··2 (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (I'IETERS) (METERS) (I'IETERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS)
.----- .. . .. .. . .. - .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. - . .. .. .. . . .. .. - .. . .. .. .. ..
100 o 0.12C;6E+Ol 301430.0 2155250.0 204.2 6.00 588.00 9.03 1.47 0.00 0.00 0.00
.... ?GV STEAM BOILER' S02 . FLAT TERRAIN/10M FLAGPOLE ...*
* SOURCE-RECEPTOR COMBINATIONS LESS iHAN 001 METERS OR THREE BUILDING
HEIGHTS IN DISTANCE. NO AVERAGE CONCENTRATION IS CALCULATED •
SOURCE
HU!'IBER
•• RECEPTOR LOCATION ••
X Y (METERS)








;~n1 :NUi~n~~c~-I~L l\ln~~iJ':I~CUT o~~'I'II'IH'Tc: "~.,~,~n~I ,('.1 _ 1 •• 1,_, ri r" •. , ... '~11 ..I ..." _.. 1_ 1 '~l '} ~1 ~ t:' l~ 1 .~ :""••, " "..-I I,.:j
... 1-" I ....




... HIGHEST '~HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) •
... FROM SOURCES: "










































... MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
30:430.0
2.74528 ( 54, 1)
2.79647 ( 54, 1)
2.84959 ( 54, 1)
2.90476 ( 54, 1)
2.96211 ( 54, 1)
3.02176 ( 54, 1)
3.08385 ( 54, 1)
3.14855 ( 54, 1)
3.21602 ( 54, 1)
3.28645 ( 54, 1)
3.36003 ( 54, 1)
3.43698 ( 54, 1)
3.51754 ( 54, 1)
3.60198 ( 54, 1)
3.69058 ( 54, 1)
3.78366 ( 54, 1)
3.88158 ( 54, 1)
3.98473 ( 54, 1)
4.09354 ( 54, 1)
4.2084~ ( 54, 1)
4.3290~ ( 54, 1)
4.45654 ( 54, 1)
4.5914~ ( 54, 1)
4.7345S ( 54, 1)
4.88660 ( 54, 1)
5.04841 ( 54, 1)
5.22096 ( 54, 1)
5.40S3e ( 54, 1)
5 .6029(1 ( 54, 1)
5.81499 ( 54, 1)
6.0433CJ ( 54, 1)
6.2897/ ( 51., 1)
6.5566L ( 54, 1)
6.3465::' ( 54, 1)
7.16255 ( 54, 1)
7.47896 ( 54, 1)
7.817811 ( 54, 1)
8.180T.' ( 54, 1)
12.20266 ANO OCCURRED AT
X'AXIS (METERS)
~01430.0. 2156250.0) ...
~=::JM=:lII--'-' - -- - ._.
-- .._.._\"




• HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MlCRO~RAMS/CUBIC METER) •
• FROIo! SOURCES: 1,
• FOR THE RECEPTOR CRID •
V-AXIS /
(METERS) /
* MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
3014:S0.0















8.56855 ( 54, 1)
6.98136 ( 54, 1)
9.41780 ( 54, 1)
9.87373 ( 54, 1)
10.33999 ( 54, 1)
10.67009 ( 54, 1)
10.88955 , 54, 1)
10.90125 ( 54, 1)
10.64052 , 55, 1)
9.72393 ( 46, 1)
12.20266 ( 35, 1)
0.00000 ( 0, 0)
••• PGV STEAM BOllER· S02 • FLAT TERRAIN/10M FLAGPOLE ...
• HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MIC~OGR~M$/CUBIC METER) •
'* FROM SOURCES; 1,




- X • - y • CON. (DAY, HOUR) - X - - y - CON. (DAY, HOUR)
. . . .. - .. . . . - .. .. .. - . .. . . . . .. .. .. - - .
301430.0 2155700.0 22.34456 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2155750.0 20.73078 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 2155800.0 19.25057 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2155850.0 17.96546 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2155900.0 16.98268 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2155950.0 16.03971 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2156050.0 14.29559 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156100.0 13.51955 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156150.0 13.08709 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156200.0 12.64574 , 35, 1)
301430.0 2156250.0 12.202~6 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156300.0 11.74883 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156350.0 11.31424 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156400.0 10.89891 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156450.0 10.50259 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156500.0 10.12479 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156550.0 9.76492 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156600.0 9.42228 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156650.0 9.10742 ( 34,
"
301430.0 2156700.0 8.90324 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 2156750.0 8.77797 ( 48, 1) 301430.0 2156800.0 a.87773 ( 48, 1)
301430.0 2156850.0 8.96929 ( 48, 1) 301430.0 2156900.0 9.05299 ( 48, 1)
301430.0 2156950.0 9.14417 ( 41, 1) 301430.0 2157100.0 9.44492 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2157200.0 9.62697 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2157300.0 9.77428 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 2i57400.0 9.a~194 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2157500.0 9.96841 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2157600.0 10.06879 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2157700.0 10.15550 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2157800.0 10.22947 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2157900.0 10.33882 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158100.0 10.52661 ( 5S, 1) 301430.0 2158200.0 10.60502 ( 55, 1)
301/.30.0 2158300.0 10.64642 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158400.0 10.65394 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158500.0 10.67802 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2158600.0 10.n327 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 2158700.0 10.76326 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 215eaoo.0 10.79827 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 2158900.0 10.82858 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159100.0 10.87611 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 2159200.0 10.89382 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 ,159300.0 10.90778 ( 54, 1)
301no.o 2159400.0 10.91821 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159500.0 10.92530 ( 54, 1)








... S£CONO HIGHEST 1-HOOR AVERAce CONCEII7RATIOII (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) .'
... FROM SOURCES: 1,









































... MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
301430.0
2.02201 ( 55, 1)
2.06176 ( 55, 1)
2.10307 ( 55, 1)
2.14605 ( 55, 1)
2. 19079 C 5S, 1)
2.23742 ( 55, 1)
2.28604 ( 55, 1)
2.33679 ( 55, 1)
2.38982 ( 55, 1)
2.44527 ( 55, 1)
2.50333 ( 55, 1)
2.56418 ( 55, 1)
2.62602 ( 55, 1)
2.69508 ( 55, 1)
2.76562 ( 55, 1)
2.83991 ( 55, 1)
2.91826 ( 55. 1)
3.00101 ( 55, ,)
3 .08854 ( 55, 1)
3.18129 ( 5S, 1)
3.28017 ( 55, "
3.3851' ( 55, 1)
3.49677 ( 55, 1)
3.61570 ( 55, 1)
3.74268 ( 55, 1)
3.87853 ( 55, 1)
4.02422 ( 55, 1)
4.18086 ( 5S, 1)
4.34971 ( 55, 1)
4.53224 ( 55, 1)
4.73020 ( 55, 1)
4.94560 ( 55, 1)
5.18085 ( S5, 1)
5.43880 ( 55, 1)
5.72291 ( 55, 1)
6.0Z403 ( 55, "
6.35337 ( 55, 1)
6.7'446 ( 55, 1)
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••• PGV STEAM BOILER - S02 . FLAT TERRAIN/10M FLAGPOLE '*'*'*
'* SECOND HIGHEST 1'HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC HETER)
'* FROM SOURCES: 1,




'* HAXlHUH VALUE EQUALS
3C1430.0















7.1111~ ( 55, 1)
7.54755 ( 55, 1)
8.0277C ( 55, 1)
8.554ge ( 55, 1)
9.13062 ( 55, 1)
9.66063 ( 55, l'
10.1573~. ( 55, 1)
10.53946 ( 55, 1)
10.5397! ( 54, 1)
9.68741 ( 47, 1)
11.4049f. ( 36, 1)
o. OOOOC ( 0, 0'




* SECOllD HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUSIC METER) '*
'* FROM SOURCES:
"'* FOR THE OISCRETE REC~PTOR POINTS '*
- X - • y - CON. (DAY, HOUR) • X - - Y • CON. (DAY,HOUR)
- - - - ... ..
. . . .. .. - . . . . . .... --- ... ----.-.
301430.0 2155700.0 22.21516 ( 38, 1) 301430.0 21551$0.0 20.13860 ( 38, 1)
301430.0 2155800.0 18.97762 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2155850.0 17.89299 ( 37, ,)
301430.0 2155900.0 16.64859 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2155950.0 15.50882 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 2156050.0 13.93378 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156100.0 13.49898 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2156150.0 12.75273 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156200.0 12.0551.2 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2156250.0 11.40498 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156300.0 10.82385 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2156350.0 10.:53417 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156400.0 10.13673 ( 3t., ,)
301430.0 2156450.0 9.93404 ( 3-t, 1) 301430.0 2156500.0 9.72819 ( 34, 1)
301430.0 2156550.0 9.52091 ( 34, 1) 301430.0 2156600.0 9.31362 , 34, 1)
301430.0 2156650.0 9.09613 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156700.0 S.78570 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156750.0 8.74847 ( 49, 1) 301430.0 2156800.0 8.81555 ( 49, 1)
301430.0 2156850.0 8.90865 ( 47. 1) 301430.0 2156900.0 9.03003 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2156950.0 9.12914 ( 48, 1) 301430.0 2157100.0 9.41506 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 2151200.0 9.61271 ( 47. 1) 30'430.0 2157'300.0 9.72274 ( 45. ,)
301430.0 2157400.0 9.85340 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2157500.0 9.93413 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 2157600.0 9.99211 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2157700.0 10.10573 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2157800.0 10.22824 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2157900.0 10.Z9160 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2158100.0 10.38358 ( 45. 1) 301430.0 2158200.0 10.47576 ( 54, ,)
301430.0 2158300.0 10.57046 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2158400.0 10.62719 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 2158500.0 10.65614 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158600.0 10.65341 ( 55. l'
301430.0 2158700.0 10.64616 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158800.0 10.63470 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158900.0 10.61938 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159100.0 10.57832 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2159200.0 10.55312 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159300.0 10.52513 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2159400.0 10.49459 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159500.0 10.46169 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2159600.0 10.42663 ( 55. 1) 301430.0 2159700.0 10.38958 ( 55, 1)
RUN EtlDED O~ 12-20-91 AT 15:05:06
F' ~.~
I • -
ISC~:T - (DATED 90346)
IBH-PC VERSION (2.0~'
(C) COPYRIGHT 1990. TRINITY CONSULTANTS. INC.
SERIAL NUMBER 6688 SOLD TO ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGMENT ASSOCIATES
RUN BEGAN ON 12-20-91 AT 16:22:38
.** FGV STEAM BOILER· S02 • FLAT TERRAIH/DOwNUASH/10M DOUNUASH ***
P<lge 1
CALCULATE (COWCENTRATION=1,OEPOSITION=2)
RECEPTOR GRID SYSTEM (RECTANGULAR=1 OR 3, POLAR=2 OR 4>
OISCRETE RECEPTOR SYSTEM (RECTANCULAR=1,POLAR=2)
TERRAIN ELEVATIONS ARE READ (YES=1,NO=O)
CALCULATIONS ARE WRITTEN TO TAPE (YES=1,NO=O)
LIST ALL INPUT DATA (NO=O,YES=1,MET DATA ALS0=2)
COMPUTE ~VERAGE CONCENTRATION (OR TOTAL OEPOSITIC>N)









PRINT I~I-OAY TABLE(S) (YES.1,NO~O)
PRINT T~E FOLLOWING TYPES OF TABLes WHOSE TIME PERIODS ARE
SPECIFIED BY lsu(7) THROUGH ISU(14);
DAILY TABLES (YES=1.NO=O)
HIGHE~T &SECOND HIGHEST TABLES (YESg1.NO~O)
MAxI~M 50 TABLES (YES=1,NO=O)
METEOROL~GICAL DATA INPUT METHOD (PRE-PROCESSED=1,CARD=2)
RURAL-URBAN OPTION (RU.-O,UR. MODE 1~1,UR. MOOE 2=2,UR. MOOE 3=3)
\.lIND PRCFILE EXPONENT VALUES (DEFAULTS=1,USER EWTERS=2,3)
VERTICAL POT. TEMP. CRADIENT VALUES (DEFAULTS=l,USER ENTERS=2,3)
SCALE EMISSION RATES FOR ALL SOURCES (NO=O,YES>O)
PROGRAM C~LCUlATES FINAL PLUME RISE ONLY (YES=1,NO=2)
PROGRAM ADJUSTS All STACK HEIGHTS FOR DOUN~ASH (YES=2,N0=1)
PROGRAM USES BUOYANCY INDUCED DISPERSION (YES=1,NORZ)
CONCENT~~TIONS DURING CALM PERIOOS SET ~ 0 (YES=1,NO=2)
REG. DEF~UlT OPTION CHOSEN CYES~1,NO~Z)
TYPE OF POLLUTANT TO BE MODELLED (1=S02.2=OTHER)
OEBUG OPTION CHOSEN CYES=1.N0=2)
ABOve CRJUNO (flAGPOLE) RECEPTORS USED (YES=1,NO=O)
NUMBER CIF INPUT SOURCES
NUMBER C;F SOURCE GROUPS (~O,All. SOURCES)
TIME PERIOD INTERVAL TO BE PRINTED (=O,AlL INTERVALS)
NUMBER OF X (RANGE) GRID VALUES
NUMBER OF Y (THETA) GRID VALUES
NUMBER elF D[SCRETE RECEPTORS
NUM8ER OF HOURS PER DAY IN METEOROLOGICAL DATA
NUMBER OF DAYS OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
SOURCE E~ISSION RATE UNITS CONVERSION FACTOR
HEIGHT ABOVE GROUNO AT ~HICH WINO SPEED WAS MEASURED
LOCICAl UNIT NUMBER OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA
ALLOCATE) DATA STORAGE









































ZR - 10.00 METERS
1MET = 7
LIMIT ~ 43500 WORDS
MIMIT = 1238 UORDS
DISL.20CL..iJPR




*** PGV STEAM BOILER - S02 - FLAT TERRAIN/OOUN~ASH/10M OOUNUASH .-•
••• NUMBER OF SOURCE NUMBERS REQUIRED TO DEFINE SOURCE GROUPS •••
(NSOGRP)
1,
*** SOURCE NUMBERS DEFINING SOURCE GROUPS •••
(I0S0R)
1,
••• UPPER BOUND OF FIRST THROUGH FiFTH WIND SPEED CATEGORIES ...
(METERS/SEC)
1.54, 3.09, 5.14, 8.23, 10.80,





















































~* VERTICAL POTENT:AL TEMPERATVRE GRADIENTS .*.





















































••• PGV STEAM BOILER • $02 - FLAT TERRAINIO~WASH/10M OOWNWASH ***
*** X-COORDINATES OF RECTANGULAR GRID SYSTE~ •••
(METERS)
*•• Y-COOROINATES OF RECTANGULAR GRID SYSTEM ***
(Jol£TERS)
2155250.0, 2156250.0, 2157250.0, 2158250.0, 2159250.0, 2160250.0, 2161250.0, 2162250.0, 2163250.0, 2164250.0,
2165250.0, 2166250.0, 2167250.0, 2168250.0, 2169250.0, 2170250.0, 2171250.0, 2172,50.0, 2173250.0, 2174250.0,
2175250.0, 2176250.0, 2177250.0, 2178250.0, 2179250.0, 2180250.0, 2181250.0, 2182250.0, 2183250.0, 2184250.0,
2185250.0, 2186250.0, 2187250.0, 2188250.0, 2189250.0, 2190250.0, 2191250.0, 2192250.0, 2193250.0, 2194250.0,
2195250.0, 2196250.0, 2197250.0, 2198250.0, 2199250.0, 2200250.0, 2201250.0, 2202250.0, 2203250.0, 2204250.0,























































~ROM ~NUIRONM~NTAL MANPG~MENT o~SOCIAT~E 8~ER
,.
j: ',1 '~Ql
• -, - •. 1 •• HI!• I ""
.*. PGV STEAM BOILER - S02 • FLAT TERRAIN/DOWN~ASH/l0M DOYNWASH .*.
• ABOVE GROUND RECEPTOR HEIGHTS IN METERS •












































































































••• PGV STEAM BOILER - so2 • FLAT TERRAIN/DO~NUASH/10M DOUN~ASH *••
• ABOVE GROUND RECEPTOR HEIGHTS IN METERS •
• FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID -
X-AXIS (MEtERS)
OIS42004.\JPR
"" - .. -, III .... ~J tl-"· Ii 1'" tl .... ,. \1 r- 11- .... r .... T f'! - r-" C r. - •i r: U'1 ~ h '," • i: Ur. I' :';1 i h [' H1'1 HI.l ~ :'. ~!t I :.; •• UI., MI :.:' .: ~, :. :
..
" "l7j :: ~
.. - 1-" I ...
~,~ (I I ::'
••• PGV STEAM BOILER • SC2 - FLAT TERRAIN/DOWN~ASHi10M DOWN~ASH •••
• ABOVE GROUND RECEPTOR HEIGHTS IN METERS *
• ~OR THE DISCRETE RECEPTOR POINTS *
. X . • Y • HOT. • X - • y - HGT. - X • • y • HGT.
. ... . . .. ... .. . ............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
301430.0 2155700.0 10.00000 301430.0 2155750.0 10.00000 301430.0 2155800.0 10.00000
301430.0 2155850.0 10.00000 301430.0 2155900.0 10.00000 301430.0 2155950.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156050.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156100.0 10.00000 301430.0 2.156150.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156200.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156250.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156300.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156350.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156400.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156450.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156500.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156550.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156600.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156650.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156700.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156750.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156800.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156850.0 10.00000 301430.0 2156900.0 10.00000
301430.0 2156950.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157100.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157200.0 10.00000
301430.0 2157300.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157400.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157500.0 10.00000
301430.0 2157600.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157700.0 10.00000 301430.0 2157'800.0 10.00000
301430.0 2157900.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158100.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158200.0 10.00000
301430.0 2158300.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158400.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158500.0 10.00000
3~1430.0 2158600.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158700.0 10.00000 301430.0 2158800.0 10.00000
301430.0 2158900.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159100.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159200.0 10.00000
301430.0 2159300.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159400.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159500.0 10.00000
301430.0 2159600.0 10.00000 301430.0 2159700.0 10.00000
*** PCV STEAM BOILER' S02 . FLAT TERRAIN/O~N~ASH/10M OOWNWASH •••
*** SOURCE DATA ***
EMISSION RATE TEMP. EXIT VEL.
TY:lE"0,1 TYPE=O TYPE=O
T \l (GRA~S/SEC) CDEG.K); (M/SEC); BLDC. BLDG. BLDG.
Y AI/UMBER Tyoe .., BASE VERT.DIM HORZ.DIM DIAMETER HEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH
SOURCE P K PART. (GllAiIlS/SEC) X y ELEV. HEIGHT TYPE"1 TYPE=1,2 TYPE=O TYPE=O TYPE;O TYPE"O
NUMBER E E CATS. ·1'ER METER··, (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS) (METERS> (METERS)
. - . . . - . . . . . .. . - - . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . - . .. .. .. .. ..
100 o 0.120?6E+01 3C1430.0 2155250.0 204.2 6.00 588.00 9.03 1.47 8.53 107.75 107.75
••• PGV STEAH BOILER, 502 ~ FLAT TERRAIN/OO~N\lASH/10M DOWNWASH ***
* SOURCE-R:CEPTOR COMBINATIONS LESS THAN 001 METERS OR THREE BUILDING
HEIGHTS [N DISTANCE. NO AVERAGE CONCENTRATION IS CALCULATED *
SOURCE
NU14gEIl
• • RECEPTOR LOCATIOI/ • •
X Y (METERS>












*** PGV STEAM BOIL~R • 502 - FLAT TERRAIN/DOWN~ASH/10M OOWNWASH
* HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVeRAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER)
* FROM SOURCES: 1,












































* MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
301430.0
2. 7452/!, ( 54, 1)
Z.7964i ( 54, 1)
2.8495;' , 54, 1)
2.9047~ ( 54. 1>
2.96211 ( 54, 1)
3.02176 C 54, 1)
3.08385 , 54, 1)
3.1485~; ( 54, 1>
3.2160;1 ( 54, 1>
3.28645 C 54, "
3.36003 C 54, 1)
3.4369£1 ( 54, 1)
3.51754 ( 54, 1>
3.6019l! ( 54, 1>
3.6905l! , 54, 1)
3.7836ti ( 54, 1)
3.8815l! ( 54, 1)
3.984T:i ( 54, 1)
4.09351, ( S4, 1)
4.20841:' ( 54, 1)
4.32906 ( 54, 1)
4.45651i C 54, 1)
4.5914& ( 54, 1)
4.73458 , 54, 1)
4.88660 ( 54, 1)
5 .0484 1 ( 54, 1)
5.22096 ( 54, 1)
5.40538 ( 54, 1)
5.6029(1 ( 54, 1)
5.8149'i1 c' 54, 1)
6.04330 ( 54, 1)
6.2S97i' ( 54, 1)
6.5566-!. ( 54, 1>
6.84653 ( 54, 1)
7.1625:i C 54, 1)
7 .4789,!~ ( 54, 1)
7.8178!1 ( 54, 1)
8.18077 ( 54,1)
12.55373 AND OCCURRED AT ( 301430.0, 2156250.0) *
X-AXIS (METERS)
Page 5 DIS42004.IJPR
••• PGV STEAM BOILER - 502 - FLAT TERRAIN/DOWN~ASH/10M DOWN~ASH
'.1
F?OM ENVI20NMENTRL MAN~G:~~!'iT ~c;nl',n-IE~ ~REn\\ .. I.. :""l-._rJ .. ~n .. -'1 \ !"1 1'" ,~," •"." ','I ,J '.; I
.. I ~ • I ... -
••lO




• HICHEST '-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER)
• FROM SOURCES: 1.
• FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID •
Y-AXIS I
(METERS) /
• MAXIMUM VALUE ECUAlS
30'1430.0















8.56855 ( 54, 1)
8.9813t, ( 54, 1)
9.41780 ( 54, 1)
9.87373 ( 54, 1)
10.33999 ( 54, 1>
10.67009 ( 54, 1)
10.88955 ( 54, 1)
11.10997 ( 55, 1)
11.5443~ ( 55, 1)
11.94598 ( 45, 1)
12.55373 ( 48, 1)
0.0000') CO, 0)




• HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROG~MS/CVSIC METER) ..
* FROM SOURCES: 1,
• FOR THE DISCRETE RECEPTOR POIHTS *
• x • • y • CON. (OAY,HOUR) • x . - y • CON. (OAY,HOUR)
. -- - . -- .. . - - .. . ... -... . . - . . .
. ... .. . . . - .. .. - . .
301430.0 2155700.0 23.18698 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2155750.0 21.43420 C 36, 1)
301430.0 2155800.0 19.86499 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2155850.0 18.45338 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2155900.0 17.17697 , 36, 1) 301430.0 2155950.0 16.07866 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156050.0 14,73745 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156100.0 13.92836 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156150.0 13.35229 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2156200.0 12.80601 ( 35, 1)
301430.0 2156250.0 12.55373 C 48, 1) 301430.0 2156300.0 12.54197 ( 48, 1)
301430.0 2156350.0 12.52625 < 48, 1) 301430.0 2156400.0 12.50672 ( 48, 1)
301430.0 2156450.0 12.48355 C 48, 1) 301430.0 2156500.0 12.50606 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2156550.0 12.53032 ( 47, 1> 301430.0 2156600.0 12.55000 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2156650.0 12.56525 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2156700.0 12.58410 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 2156750.0 11.89644 C 47, 1) 301430.0 2156800.0 11.89100 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 2156850.0 11.89488 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2156900.0 11.89594 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 2156950.0 11.89429 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2157100.0 11.90949 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 215nOO.O 11.93634 C 45, 1) 301430.0 2157300.0 11.95321 ( 45, 1>
301430.0 2157400.0 11.96081 C 45, 1) 301430.0 2157500.0 12.01098 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2157600.0 12.05871 ( 5S, 1) 301'30.0 2157700.0 12.09774 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2157800.0 12.12859 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2157900.0 11.62711 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158100.0 11.58578 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158200.0 11.55906 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158300.0 11.52873 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2156400.0 11.49510 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158500.0 11 ...5844 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158600.0 11.41900 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2158700.0 11.37703 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2158800.0 11.33274 ( SS, 1)
301430.0 2158900.0 11.28634 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159100.0 11.18797 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2159200.0 11.13633 C 55, 1) 301430.0 2159300.0 11.08327 C 55, 1)
301430.0 2159400.0 11.02892 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159500.0 10.97342 ( 55, 1)
301430.0 2159600.0 10.92924 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159700.0 10.93021 ( 54, 1)
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... PGV STEAM BOllER • S02 - FLAT TERRAIN/DOYNYASH/10M D~NYASH ...
* SECOND HIGHEST 1-HOUR AVERACE CONCENTRATI~ (MICROCRAMS/CUBIC NETER) *
* FROI4 SOURCES: 1,












































* MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS
301430.0
2.0220~ ( 55, 1)
2.06176 ( 55, 1)
2•10307 ( 55, 1)
2.14605 ( 55, 1)
2.19079 ( 55, 1)
2.23742 ( 55, 1)
2.28604 ( 55, 1)
2.3367';1 ( 55, 1)
2.3898Z ( 55, 1)
2.44527 ( 55, 1)
2.50333 ( 55, 1)
2.56418 ( 55, 1)
2.62802 ( 55, 1)
2.69503 ( 55, 1)
2.76562 ( 55, 1)
2.83991 ( 55, "
2.91826 ( 55, 1)
3.00101 ( 55, 1)
3.08854 ( 55, "
3.18121 ( 55, 1)
3.28011 ( 55, 1)
3.38514 ( 55, 1)
3.49676 ( 55, 1)
3.6157J ( 55, 1)
3.74268 ( 55, 1)
3.87853 ( 55, 1)
4.02423 ( 55, 1)
4.180E7 ( 55, l'
4.349/3 ( 55, 1)
4.53227 ( 55, 1)
4.730'!4 ( 55, 1,
4.945~5 ( 55, 1)
5.180~1 ( 55, l'
5.43889 ( 55, 1)
5. mC2 ( 55, 1)
6.03553 ( 55, 1)
6.36872 ( 55, 1)
6.73494 ( 55, 1)








••• PGV STEAM BOILER' S02 - FLAT TERRAIW/O~N~ASH/10M DO~~UASH •••
• SECOND HIGHEST '-HOUR AVERAGE CONCENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUSIC METER)
* FROM SOURCES: '.
* FOR THE RECEPTOR GRID *
*
• MAXIMUM VALUE EQUALS 12.31054 AND OCCURRED AT 301430.0, 2156250.0) ..,
X-AXIS (METERS)
301430.0















7.13857 ( 55. 1)
7.58448 ( 55, 1)
8.0779li ( 5S, 1)
8.62425 ( 5S, 1)
9.22787 ( 55, 1)
9.9132'- ( 55, 1)
10.53142 ( 55, 1)
10.90125 ( 54, 1)
1'.20258 ( 45, 1)
11.85033 ( 55, 1)
12.31054 ( 47, 1)
0.00000 ( 0, 0) 2ND HIGH
1· HR
SGROUP# 1
*** ?GV ST£AM BOILER • $02 - FLAT TERRAIN/D~WASH/1OH DOUNWASH ***
* SECONO HIGHEST 1'HOUR AVERAGE CO~CENTRATION (MICROGRAMS/CUBIC METER) ..,
* FROfIl SOURCES: 1,
* FOR THE DISCRETE RECEPTOR POINTS •
• X • - y • COH_ (DAY, HOUR) • X • - y - CON. (DAY.HOUR)
.. .. .. .. .. -
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. - . .. - .. .. .. .. .. - - .. .. ..
.. .. .. - .. .. ..
301430.0 2155700.0 23.08079 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2155750.0 20.99767 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 2155800.0 19.19253 ( 37, 1) 301430.0 2155850.0 17.61400 ( 37, 1)
301430.0 2155900.0 16.n412 ( 35, 1) 301430.0 2155950.0 16.02510 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2156050.0 14.02507 ( 36, 1) 301430.0 2156100.0 13.30700 ( 36, 1)
301430.0 2156150.0 12.56452 ( 48, 1) 301430.0 2156200.0 12.56132 ( 48, 1)
301430.0 2156250.0 12.31054 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2156300.0 12.36010 ( 47. 1)
301430.0 2156350.0 12.40425 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2156400.0 12.44319 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2156450.0 12.47707 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2156500.0 12.45689 ( 48, 1)
301430.0 2156550.0 12.44388 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2156600.0 12.49544 ( 46, 1)
301430.0 2156650.0 12.54214 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2156700.0 12.57623 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2156150.0 " .88417 ( 46, 1) 301430.0 2156800.0 '1.8n9S ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2156850.0 11.85712 ( 47, 1) 301430.0 2156900.0 11.83398 ( 47, 1)
301430.0 2156950.0 11.84886 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2157100.0 11.87429 ( 46, l)
301430.0 2'57200.0 '1.849/,9 ( 46, l' 301430.0 2157300.0 11.8a745 ( 55, 1)301430,0 2157400.0 11.95407 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 21S7500.0 '1.959S' ( 45. 1)
301430.0 2157600.0 11. 95086 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 21SnOO.0 11.93456 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2157800.0 ".91147 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2157900.0 ".42769 ( 45, 1)
301430.0 2158100.0 11.30275 ( 45. t) 301430.0 2158200.0 11.23651 ( 45. 1)
301430.0 2158300.0 11.16815 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2158400.0 11.09793 ( 45. 1)
301430.0 2158500.0 11.02611 ( 45, 1) 301430.0 2158600.0 10.95289 ( 45, 1)
3011030.0 2158700.0 10.87849 ( 45. 1) 301430.0 2158800.0 10.80309 ( 45, ,)
301430.0 2158900.0 10.82858 ( 54. 1) 301430.0 2159100.0 10.87611 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 2159200.0 10.89382 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159300.0 10.90778 ( 54, ~)
301430.0 2159400.0 10.91821 ( 54, 1) 301430.0 2159500.0 10.92530 ( 54, 1)
301430.0 2159600.0 10.91689 ( 55, 1) 301430.0 2159700.0 10.85944 ( 55. 1)
RU~ EwnED ON 12-20·91 AT 16:22:52
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COMPI.EX-1 (DAiED j)
IBH-P~ VERSION 2.01
(C) COPYRIGHT '986, TRIWITY CONSULTANTS, INC,
SERIJILNUMBER 7006 SOLO TO FORSGREN ASSOCIATES
RUN IlEGAN ON 12-22'91 .i.T 18: 15 :39
o COMPLEX I (DATED 90095)
PGV STEAM BOILER - S02
COMPLEX TERRAIN SCREEN AIIALYSIS USING COMPLEX I
TERRAIN ELEVATIONS FROM ORIGINAL ATC APPLICATION
o GENERAL INPUT INFORMATION
THIS RUN OF COMPLEX I/V~,LLEY OPTION IS FOR THE POLLUTANT S02 FOR 1 WINO DIRECTIONS.
A FACTOR of '.OOOOCOO HAS BEEN SPECIFIED TO CONVERT USER LENGTH UNITS TO KILOMETERS.
o SIGNIFICANT SOURCES II,RE TO BE CONSIDERED.
THIS RUN WILL NOT CONSIDER ANY POLLUTANT LOSS.
HIGH-FIVE SUMMARY 24-HOLR AVERACE CONCENTRATION TABLES WILL BE OUTPUT FOR EACH RECEPTOR.
A FACTOR OF .304M10 HAS BEEN SPECIFIED TO CONVERT USER HEIGHT UNITS TO METERS.
o OPTION OPTION LIS. OPTION SPECIFICATION: 0= IGNORE OPTION
1s USE OPTlOH
TECHNICAL OPTIONS
1 TERRAIN AO~USTMeNTS ,
2 00 NOT INCLUDE STACK OOWNloJASH CALCULATlONS 0
3 DO NOT INCLUDE GRADUAL PLUME RISE CALCULATIONS 0
4 CALCULATE INITIAL PLUME SIZE 1
lIOPUT OPTIONS
S READ MET MTA FROM CARDS 1
6 READ HOURLY EMISSIONS 0
7 SPECIFY SII~NIFICANT SOURces 0
8 READ RADIAL DISTANCES TO GENERATE RECEPTORS 0
PRINTED OOTPUT OPTIONS
9 DELETE EMISSIONS WITH HEIGHT TABLE 1
10 DELEiE MET DATA SUMMARY FOR AVG PERIOD 1
11 DELEiE HOURLY CONTRIBUTIONS 1
12 DELETE MET DATA ON HOURLY CONTRIBUTIONS 1
13 DELETE FINAL PLUME RISE CALC ON HRLY CONTRIBUTIONS 1
14 DELETE HOURLY SUMMARY 1
15 DELETE MET DATA ON HRLY ~JMMARY 1
16 DELETE FIN~L PLUME RIse CALC ON HRLY SUMMARY 1
17 DELETE AVG-PERIOD CONT~IBUTIONS 1
18 DELETE AVERAGING PERIOD SUMMARY 1
19 DEtETE AVG CONCENTRAT!ONS AND HI-S TABLES 0
OTHER CONTROL AND OUTPUT OPTIONS
20 RUIl IS PART OF A SEGMENTED RUN 0
21 URliE PART1AL CONC TO OISK OR TAPE 0
22 URITE HOURLY CONC TO DISK OR TAPE 0
23 WRITE AVG-PERICXI CONe TO OISK OR TAPE 0
24 PUNCH AVG-r'ERloo CONC ONTO CARDS 0
2S COMPLEX TEI~RAIN OPTION 0
26 CALM PROCE$SING OPtiON 0
27 VALLEY SCREENING OPTION 1
OANEMOMETER HEIGHT !S: 10.00
EXPONENTS FOR POwER- LAY ~INO INCREASE WITH HEIGHT ARE: .07, .07, .10, .15, _35, .55
TERRAIN ADJUSTMENTS ARE: .500, .500, .500, _500, .000, .000 ZMIH IS 10.0
:>3ge 1 DC':>42C02.\.iPR
1 BECAUSE THE VALLEY OPTlCN HAS BEEN SlED, THE FOllO:.lING
., CP7iCNS AND PlIRAMETERS HIIVE 9EEN SET BY TH" MOOEl, OVE~RIOING VALUES
PROVIDED BY THE USER~
IOPTCS), !O?T(10), IOPT(1Z), IOPTC1S). IOPT(17), IOPTC18} = 1
IOPT(6), IOPT(ZO) THRU IOPT(26} = 0
NAVG = 1 NAVS a 0
IHSTRT = , CONTER(6} = O.
ZMIN a 10. IKST' a 6






S02CG/SEC) PARTCG/SEC) STACK STACK STACK STACK GRD-LVL BUOY FLUX
EMISSIONS EMISS;CNS HT{M) TEMP{K) DIAM(M) VELCM/SEC) ElEY F
USER HT H**4/S+w3
UNITS
IN THIS ~UN AS LISTED 3r POINT SOURCE NUMBER:
1 Steam Bol'er .00 .00 1.21 .00 6.0
o ADOITIONAL INFORMATION ON SOURCES.
o EMISSION INFORMATION FOR 1 (NPT) POINT SOURCES HAS BEEN INPUT
o SIGNIFICANT POINT S~JRCES(NSrG?) ARE TO BE USED FOR THIS RUN
':'HE ORDER OF SlGNIFlCANGE{lMPS) FOR 25 OR l.ESS POINT SOURCES US EO




IDENTIFICATiON EAST NORTH RECEPTOR HT




















































































































































































































































































































































































~ ;: I:! r~ : r: I,,' rF., (d~ i'l: [j T~L ;'1 Prj ~ I;: :,1: il T J :: :::' ': j ~ i : ::' :: Fc: ~ ~~,2~,:~1?1 1:::: 51 HO, -,: I -+
62 93 .000 .•50B
.0 850.0
... 63 92 .000 5.605 .0 990.0
64 91 .oeo 5.67B .0 1000.0
65 129 .000 5.688 .0 700.0
66 90 .000 5.731 .0 760.0
67 103 .000 7.143 .0 700.0
{Xl 102 .000 7.269 .0 800.0
69 101 .000 ' 7.393 .0 950.0
70 100 .000 7.500 .0 1120.0
71 99 .000 7.597 .0 1190.0
72 98 .000 7.672 .0 1130.0
73 97 .000 7.730 .0 800.0
74 "0 .000 9.135 .0 750.0
75 109 .000 9.260 .0 930.0
76 108 .000 9.386 .0 1020.0
n 107 .000 9.493 .0 1230.0
78 106 .000 9.596 .0 1330.0
79 105 .000 9.668 .0 1250.0
80 104 .000 9.731 .0 940.0
81 117 .000 11. 129 .0 810.0
82 116 .000 11.255 .9 980.0
83 115 .000 11.382 .0 1150.0
84 114 .000 11.490 .0 1340.0
8S 113 .000 11.592 .0 1470.0
86 112 .000 11.673 .0 1340.0
87 111 .000 11.732 .0 960.0
;>age 4 1)CP42002.WPR
, VALLEY MEiEORClCCIC; __ .PUT DATA
,~
?RESET 3r MCOEL:
MIXING HEIGHT (M~ ~ 9999
STABILITY" 6
~INO SPEED (M/SEC) • 2.5
INPUT BY USER:
TEMPERATURE (K) ~ 293.0
Io'IND DIRECTIONS I:OEG). 180.0
-, .... - ...
:1 r.: :. :"l ~. . ,", ~.::.
.. - I - - I ...... flO I
:~: C~; : r; I) ! ~. !:' ~.j i'; Erl T~L :1 q~IH': : :'1 :: fj i :J ~ ; I) Ci ~ i : ; :~:~ I '''I ''"I'" . . .. ~ l ; : :: iiO, ;' ~I , .. ,
'" - I - - I '" •
, I
,.
,~1 VALLi;Y; FIVE HIGHE~1 2"-HOUR SQ2 C:)NCENI~AT:OIIS (i.iiN:l DIRECTiSN)
(~ICROGRAMS/M**3)
RECEP10R 2 :> 4 3
1( .00, .22) 1.55 (180.0) *OOOOOQ.OO ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
2( .00, .29) .47 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .Q) OOOQOQ.QQ ( .0)
:>( .00, 1.79) .75 (150.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
4( .00, 1.79) .78 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) OOOOOO.OQ ( .0) OQOOOO.OQ .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
S( .00, 2.11 ) 1.21 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
6( .00, 2.11 ) .S1 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .::1)
7( .00, 2.24) .98 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
8( .00, 2.34) 1.17 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
9( .00, 2.36) .89 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
1D( .00, 2.46) .80 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
11( .00, 2.53) .91 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
12( .00, 2.56) .80 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
B( .00, 2.56) .80 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
14( .00, 2.63) .95 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
15( .00, 2.69) 1.96 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
16( .00, 2.69) 1.12 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
17( .00, 2.74) 1.49 <1S0.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
1S( .00, 2.76) .79 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
19( .00, 2.76) 1.69 (150.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
20( .00, 2.77) 1.69 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
21C .00, 2.77) 1.58 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 < .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
22( .00, 2.78) 1.48 (180.0) 000000.00 < .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
23( .00, 2.79) 1. 90 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .O)
24( .00, 2.80) 1. 78 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) OOOOOO.OC ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
2S( .00, 2.81) 1.27 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
2o( .00, 2.82) .66 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) OOOOCO.OO ( .0) OOOOCO.OO ( .0)
27( .00, 2.89) 1.44 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
28( .00, 3.20) 1. 03 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
29( .00, 3.31} 1.63 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) OCCOOO.OO ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
30( .00, 3.43) 1.90 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
31( .00, 3.53) 1.84 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) OCOOOO.OO ( .0)
32( .00, 3.62) 2.00 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
33( .00, 3.67) 2.04 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
3'-( .00, 3.67) .. 2.51 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
35( .00, 3.67) 2.50 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
36( .00, 3.68) 2.21 (1S0.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
37( .00, 3.69) 2.36 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
38( .00, 3.69) 2.15 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
39( .00, 3.71) 2.25 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
40, .00, 3.71 ) 1.33 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
41( .00. 3.74) 2.32 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) oooeoo.oo ( .0)
42( .00. 3.77) .71 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) OOOCOO.OO ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
43( .00, 3.98) 2.21 (1S0. 0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
44( .00, 4.05) 2.16 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
45( .00, 4.m .59 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
46( .00, 4.23) 1.77 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) oooeoo.oo ( .0) 000000.00 ( , .O)
47( .00, 4.30) 1.38 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
4B( .00, 4.42) 1.93 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
49( .00, 4.47) .65 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) OOOOOO.CO ( .0)
SO( .00, 4.48) 1.92 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) ooooco.oo ( .0) 000000.00 < .0)
51{ .00. 4.48) 1.92 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
52( .00, 4.48) 1.92 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
53( .00, 4.49) 1.91 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
54( .00, 4.51) 1.90 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
55( .00, 4.51) 1.21 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
56( .00, 4.52) 1. 90 (180 .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
57( .00, 4.61) 1.85 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
58( .00, 4.68) 1.80 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
59( .00, 4.73) 1.65 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
60( .00, 5.28) 1.25 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
61( .00, 5.41) 1.49 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
62( .00, 5.51) 1.45 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
63( .00, 5.60) 1.30 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
64( .00, 5.68) 1.27 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
65( .00. 5_69) .56 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
66( .00, 5.73) .94 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
67( .00. i .14) .48 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .C)
68( .00, 7.27) .88 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
69( .00, 7.39) .92 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
70( .00, 7.50) .78 (1ao.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( •0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
71( .00, 7.60) .72 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
72( .00, 7.67) .7S <180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
73( .00, i.73) .S1 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
74( .00, 9.14) .53 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) COOOOO.OO ( .u)
?<lgc 6 DC"420C2 ....?R
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'"7S( .00, 9.26) .69 ( I) 000000.00 ( .0) OOOOOO.CO ( cooeoo.oo .C) 000000.00 .0)76( .00, 9.39) .63 ( ' ....v. J) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .J) 000000.00 .0) ooocoo.oo .0)77( .00. 9.49) .51 (180.0; 000000.00 ( .0) OCODDD.GO .0) OOOOOO.OC .0) 000000.00 .0)78( .00, '9.(0) .45 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) coooOO.OO .0)79( .CO, 9.67> .49 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0) 000000.00 .0)ao( .00. 9.';'3) .64 - (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) OOOOOO.CO ( .0) 000000.00 ,0)81( .00, 11 •13) .53 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0)82( .00, 11.26) .51 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 .0)83( .00, 11.38) .43 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)
S4( .00, 11.49) .35 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 < .0) 000000.00 ( .0)es( .00, 11.59) .29 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)86( .00, 11.67) .34 (180.0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0)87( .00, 11. 73) .49 OBe.O) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 ( .0) 000000.00 , .0) 000000.00 , .0)
RUN ENDED ON 12-22-91 AT 18:15:40
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